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Sammanfattning 

Den här studien är en första utvärdering av förmågan hos, och kraven på, probabilistiska analyser 
av radioaktiva utsläpp till omgivningen, inom kärnkraftsindustrin kända som PSA nivå 3. Genom 
att studera analysens grundläggande egenskaper, beskrivs ett flertal kriterier för utvärdering av  
metoder, resultat och tillämpningar inom ramen för probabilistisk säkerhetsanalys. 
 
Under detta arbete har  viktiga insatser utförts inom följande områden: 

 En utförlig studie av PSA nivå 3 metodik som belyser bredden av vetenskapsområden inom 
PSA nivå 3 har utförts. Som indata till en PSA nivå 3 analys krävs omfattande information 
om väder, befolkning och radiologiska utsläpp. Dessutom belyses vikten av indata från 
bakomliggande PSA nivå 1 och 2 analyser samt vilka metoder som används för spridnings-
beräkningar.  

 Undersökningen av tillämpningar av PSA nivå 3 riskriterier gav ett globalt perspektiv på 
användningen av och uppfattningen om PSA nivå 3 som mätmetod inom kärnkraftssäker-
het. Denna undersökning visade att PSA nivå 3 inte är utbredd idag, men nya kraftverk och 
Fukushima-olyckan har stärkt intresset för analysen. 

 En grundlig förståelse om och beskrivning av utarbetandet av ASME/ANS PSA nivå 3 
standarden (58.25) som ska standardisera expertgranskningar av PSA nivå 3. 

 Utvecklingen av metoder för tillämpning av Strålsäkerhetsmyndighetens mjukvara för at-
mosfärisk spridning,  LENA, för PSA nivå 3 beräkningar, som underlag för framtida analy-
ser. 
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Summary 

This study is an initial assessment of the capabilities and requirements of a probabilistic off-site 
consequences analysis, known in the nuclear industry as Level 3 Probabilistic Safety Assessment 
(Level 3 PSA). In studying these basic attributes of the analysis, several criteria for assessment of 
Level 3 PSA methods and results and their application in the framework of risk informed decision 
making are described.  
 
There were several significant achievements during the course of this work:  

 An extensive study of the methodologies for Level 3 PSA, which highlighted the diversity 
of important disciplines involved in Level 3 PSA, the extensive weather, population, and 
radiological release properties required for input into a Level 3 PSA, the importance of up-
stream Levels 1 and 2 PSA towards providing adequate inputs into the Level 3 PSA, and 
the transparency of current radiological dispersion methods. 

 The investigation of applications of Level 3 PSA risk criteria provided a global perspective 
on the use and perception of Level 3 PSA as a Nuclear Power Safety metric. This investiga-
tion showed that at present Level 3 PSA has a relatively small presence, but may further ex-
tend with interest in new reactors and in response to the Major Fukushima Daiichi Acci-
dent. 

 A thorough understanding and description of the development of the ASME/ANS Level 3 
PSA Standard (58.25), which will standardize peer review of Level 3 PSA analysis.  

 The development of methods to apply the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority's LENA 
program to Level 3 PSA calculations in Sweden, which establishes both a framework and a 
demonstration that the LENA program can be applied to Level 3 PSA. 

 
In order to investigate the requirements and criteria for Level 3 PSA several distinct methods 
were used. These methods were a literature survey, active participation in the ANS/ASME 
58.25 Level 3 PSA standard, and a limited-scope Level 3 PSA. The literature study provided 
a thorough insight into the methodology of a Level 3 PSA and the criteria and regulations 
suggested for such an analysis. The participation with the ANS/ASME 58.25 Standard pro-
vided insight into major points of interest in reviewing and assessing an analysis, as well as, 
current Level 3 PSA activities in the United States. The limited-scope study was performed 
for a "generic" Boiling Water Reactor plant with population and weather inputs representa-
tive of Sweden. The dispersion calculations for the study used the LENA program, which is 
developed and maintained by the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority (SSM); however, ex-
tensive pre- and post-processing were performed in order to treat the off-site consequence 
analysis probabilistically.  
 
The final results of this analysis was a Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function 
(CCDF) relating the collective-dose due to off-site releases following a severe accident and 
the relative frequency with which such an event occurs. The thyroid-collective doses 
spanned four orders of magnitude (10 -8-10-12 [person-mSv]) with the frequency of occur-
rence ranging two orders of magnitude (from 10-8-10-10 per year). With additional post-
processing, these calculations can be further extended to determine health effects (e.g. fatal i-
ties, latent cancers). This work marked a first, broad, step in assessing the demands and uses 
of Level 3 PSA. The study highlighted many of the difficulties and hurdles of probabilistic 
treatment of off-site consequences, and lays the foundation for further analyses and review 
of Level 3 PSA calculations and criteria. 
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Definition of terms 

 
APET – Accident Progression Event Tree (see also CET) 

BSL/BSO – Basic Safety Level/Objective (U.K. regulatory nomenclature) 

CCDF (CCFD) – Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function 

CDF – Core Damage Frequency, or Cumulative Distribution Function 

CET – Containment Event Tree (see also APET) 

DID – Defense-in-Depth 

IAEA – International Atomic Energy Agency 

LENA – Swedish Radiation Safety Authority Guassian Dispersion Code  

LERF – Large Early Release Frequency 

PDS – Plant Damage States (PSA Level 1/2 interface) 

PCA – Probabilistic Consequence Assessment 

PSA (PRA) – Probabilistic Safety(Risk) Assessment(Analysis) 

PRC – Probabilistic Risk Criteria 

QHO – Qualitative Health Objectives (USNRC) 

SST – Siting Source Term 

STC – Source Term Categories 

SSM – The Swedish Radiation Safety Authority (Strålsäkerhetsmyndigheten) 

TOP – Technical Opinion Paper (OECD/NEA Publication) 

USNRC – United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

WGRISK- Working Group on Risk Assessment (OECD/NEA) 
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Chapter 1, Introduction 

The goal of Nuclear Power Plant safety requirements is to protect the public's health and safety. 
Much of the nuclear safety regulations express specific criteria that must be met to validate an 
analysis or its results. The inclusion of risk informed regulation has slowly entered into present 
nuclear regulatory frameworks, and commonly encompasses accident frequencies, accident se-
quences, and radioactive release. The final step of probabilistic safety analysis is the extension of 
the radioactive release term, the source term, to the off-site effect on the public and environment. 
Currently, the criteria to assess these off-site effects probabilistically, and even the common and 
best practices, remain unclear. 
 
In 1975, The Reactor Safety Study (also commonly referred to as WASH-1400, the Rasmus-
sen Report, or as it is now labeled in the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission [USNRC] 
archive as NUREG-75/014) launched the use of probabilistic failure criteria for the assessment of 
nuclear reactor safety, now titled Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) or Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment (PRA). The goal of the study was to make a best estimation of the risks imposed 
on a society by commercial nuclear power plants, specifically the health risks imparted to the 
public. The methodology pioneered in the study still largely stands as the framework for 
present day PSA. There were several outcomes of the study. First, it was shown that there 
was relatively low probability of large scale nuclear disasters, as compared to other cata-
strophic events. Second, the study was one of the first major discussions of severe accident 
phenomena and sequences. As its legacy, the Reactor Safety Study was the first probabilistic 
study to show quantitative societal impacts of nuclear power and it created an outline for the 
basic methodology of a complete probabilistic risk assessment. [1] [2] 
  
The progression from the failure of individual plant components to the determination of 
accident frequencies, accident progressions, and off-site consequences, can be logically sepa-
rated into what are called the three levels of PSA, all of which are performed in the Reactor 
Safety Study. The first level of PSA, referred to as Level 1 PSA, establishes the frequency of 
reactor core damage. This value, commonly called the Core Damage Frequency (CDF), is 
exceptionally low (on the order of 10-5 to 10-8 occurrences per reactor year). The calculation 
of CDF is performed widely within the nuclear industry, and many regulations and criteria 
exist for this analysis. Level 2 PSA determines different accident progressions and a set of 
radioactive release groupings, termed Source Term Categories (STC). The accident progres-
sion analysis defines the sequence of events resulting in a radioactive source to escape the 
plant. The source term analysis then follows and quantifies the amount of radioactivit y re-
leased for a given sequence. Since the type of release varies significantly based on accident 
sequence, an unmanageably large number of separate source terms could be calculated. To 
alleviate the logistical issues of managing a large number of source terms calculated in a Lev-
el 2 PSA, they are binned into similar representative groups. The third level of PSA, Level 3 
PSA, is focused on the determination of off-site consequences. These consequences can 
include health impacts of releases to the public, economic effects, agricultural impacts, as 
well as, other off-site consequences. [3] 
 
At present, Level 3 PSA, is beginning to receive significantly more attention. The importance 
of a systematic overview of Level 3 PSA has several significant merits.  

1.1 Purpose of study 

The purpose of this study is to assess and determine the common, standard, and best practices for 
performing a Level 3 PSA and a "Full Scope" (Levels 1-3 PSA). This study serves a first glimpse 
into the current state of probabilistic off-site consequence technology, the assessment criteria 
imposed on Level 3 PSA, and the rigors involved in performing an analysis. To focus the some-
what broad aspirations of the analysis, a few overarching goals are defined. Embedded within the 
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assessment of best practices for performing a Level 3 PSA and a full scope PSA are the necessary 
requirements on the Level 1 and 2 analyses for carrying out a high-quality Level 3 PSA. In this 
regard, one of the focuses of this study is to capture important elements in these upstream anal-
yses. A second goal of this work was to capture the current advancements in Level 3 PSA and off-
site consequence research around the world, with a specific interest in how regulations and stand-
ards for Level 3 PSA assessment are progressing. As a final goal, this study sought to address the 
question of how Level 3 PSA are expected to be interpreted, performed, and regulated in the fu-
ture. 
 

1.2 Scope of the study 

In order to understand relevant criteria, regulations, and potential regulatory framework on 
Level 3 PSA analysis, several distinct methods will be used to research the topic. Namely, 
these methods are a literature survey, an active participation in the ANS/ASME 58.25 Level 
3 PSA standard, and finally, a study of performed Level 3 PSA analyses and a simplified Lev-
el 3 PSA analysis.  
 
The first method will be a conventional literature survey of academic literature and literature 
published by international regulators. Significant academic and regulatory body literature, 
studies, analyses, and computer codes exist for the probabilistic study of off-site conse-
quences of nuclear power plants. In 1996, the IAEA published a Safety Practices report ent i-
tled, "Procedures for Conducting Probabilistic Safety Assessments of Nuclear Power Plants 
(Level 3 PSA)"[4]. This was the final report in a series of three covering procedures for each 
of the three levels of PSA. Numerous off-site consequence analysis codes were also under 
significant development in the 1990s. An international effort was made to benchmark several 
of these codes, which was completed by the Nuclear Energy Agency in 1994 [5]. Since The 
Reactor Safety Study, several detailed full-scope PSAs (Levels 1-3) have been completed on a 
wide array of nuclear power reactors. This information builds a basic framework of how a 
Level 3 PSA is performed. However, more formalism must be achieved before regulations 
can be implemented. 
 
Literature surveys allow for significant, in-depth, review of background information, howev-
er, activities in Level 3 PSA are just now rapidly expanding. In order to better assess the 
state-of-the-art and current activities related to Level 3 PSA a more direct approach should 
be explored. The second method utilized in this study was active participation in the devel-
opment of the ASME/ANS 58.25 standard on Level 3 PSA. This experience provided a 
close and structured observation of United States' Level 3 PSA expertise and an understand-
ing of their perceptions on the requirements for Level 3 PSA analyses. The description of 
the ANS/ASME involvement is presented Section 3.4, but the experience provided signifi-
cant influence on the content of the report as a whole. 
 
The final method to explore Level 3 PSA methodology and application will be to perform a 
simplified Level 3 PSA analysis. The best means of understanding issues in the execution of 
a Level 3 PSA is simply by performing such an analysis. The analysis is performed on a "ge-
neric" Swedish nuclear power plant. This was done as to avoid any aggravation that could be 
caused by the assessment of off-site consequences and health effects surrounding an actual 
plant. 
 
From these distinct methods of research, common trends in criteria and methodology as well 
as common omissions and complications will be addressed. Once the common threads 
among the different sources have been discerned and analyzed, discussion and conclusions 
of important criteria for performing, overseeing, and regulating, Level 3 PSA will be held.  
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1.3 Importance of study 

The importance of a systematic overview of Level 3 PSA has several significant merits. First, 
the study of Level 3 PSA is important because regulation of new plants may, and probably 
should, require the investigation of the probabilities and final end effects following a nuclear 
accident. Level 3 PSA can provide quantitative, risk-proportioned, insight into the severity of 
radiological off-site consequences, which can be incorporated in siting and design evalua-
tions for new nuclear plants. Secondly, following in the wake of the recent INES-7 accidents 
in Fukushima Japan, these analyses are relevant for re-establishing the off-site consequences 
and the assessment of currently operating nuclear facilities , and reasonable ways to minimize 
the impacts of severe accidents on the public. 
 
The importance of such a fundamental study is based on the general gap in knowledge between 
the PSA and severe accident communities, and the common practices for Level 3 PSA. At the 
onset of the project it was understood that a large body of work had arisen following the WASH-
1400 report, but little was known of what had been developed and performed in recent years. Due 
to the renewed interest in Level 3 PSA analyses and the general uncertainty in the state of the 
technology, a significant need for a broad survey of the analysis and its methods had developed. 
This study lays the foundation, potentially, for a sizeable investigation into the relevance and ap-
plicability of Level 3 PSA, the potential usefulness of Level 3 based criteria.  

1.3.1 Delimitations and limitations 

As a first glimpse into this subject and without a large body of previous work to base the case 
study, the scope of this report, and the scope of the Level 3 PSA were limited. The literature re-
view and the analysis provided a broad overview of the state-of-the technology with significant 
depth to provide insight on common and best practices. It is expected that this work will continue 
in the future, and care was taken to provide an adequate foundation and basis for completing 
further review of Level 3 PSA and performing Level 3 calculations. 
 
The literature study focused on two major areas. These areas were the methodology for perform-
ing Level 3 PSA calculations, and the later was the criteria and standards used to assess and review 
Level 3 calculations. In order to establish perspective on these calculations some of the method-
ologies and criteria established for Levels 1 and 2 PSA were also investigated. 
 
The study described in this report will not be an exhaustive study, since the scope is focused 
on the current state of Level 3 PSA analysis and status of criteria and regulations for the 
analysis. For the remainder of the report this case study will be referred to as the Limited scope 
study. The scope of the study was established as limited at the outset because the exceptional 
demands of an exhaustive Level 3 PSA. These studies require on the order of several person-
years to develop the computational infrastructure and programs and an additional few per-
son-years to carry out a detailed calculation. 
 
The limited scope study was one of a generic, BWR75, power plant. It excluded external 
initiating events, among a host of additional simplifications. A more significant discussion on 
the simplifications and omissions in the "Limited Scope" Level 3 PSA study is provided in 
Section 4.2. Yet, the limited scope study provided a significant evaluation of many of the 
best practices and logistical considerations that large scope probabilistic off-site consequence 
analyses included. The core of the limited scope study was a review of the mechanics of per-
forming a Level 3 PSA analysis that was not readily ascertained from review of literature. 
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Chapter 2, Level 3 PSA Methodology 

As a prerequisite for discussing criteria and best practices, the basic framework for a Level 3 PSA 
must be understood. Level 3 PSA analysis represents the combination of many starkly different 
fields of study. The analysis combines principles of weather and atmospheric dispersion calcula-
tions, Levels 1 and 2 PSA concepts, Emergency response principles, and health physics relation-
ships to derive the final consequences of a nuclear accident. This relationship is shown graphically 
in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1.Level 3 PSA represents the small overlap of several very different engineering disciplines. In this 
chapter these subjects will be briefly covered to provide perspective and motivation to later discussions. 
This diagram could be further extended to include economic factors, agricultural and food distributions, and 
so on, based on the additional consequences determined by the scope of an analysis. 

A Level 3 PSA analysis begins with significant upstream calculations and data collection. Before 
performing a Level 3 PSA, the source term calculations derived upstream of the Level 3 PSA by 
both Levels 1 and 2 analyses must be processed for input into a Level 3 PSA code. Level 1 PSA, 
which is predominately an analysis of plant design, concludes with the derivation of accident se-
quences resulting in core damage and the associated frequencies. Level 2 continues from this 
point, and based on significant severe accident research, quantifies accident progressions resulting 
in radioactive release. These release data must contain several elements to provide sufficient basis 
for performing a probabilistic off-site consequence analysis. An illustration of a full scope PSA 
analysis, Levels 1 through Level 3, is shown in Figure 2. Each of these methodologies is outlined 
in the subsequent sections of this chapter.  
 
Concurrently with the processing of Level 3 PSA source terms, a sizeable amount of additional 
data is required before performing a Level 3 PSA. These data can include meteorological, popula-
tion, agricultural, food distributions, and economic data among others depending on the scope of 
the analysis. It is not until these analyses and data are performed and compiled that a Level 3 PSA 
can be performed. 
 
 A large array of results may be derived during a Level 3 PSA, and these are usually defined at the 
onset when the project is first being defined. Common quantities evaluated in a Level 3 PSA are 
the concentration of relevant radio-nuclides, doses and associated health effects, effectiveness of 
countermeasures, and economic impacts[4]. Often the most important of these results are the 
health effects suffered by the public as a result of an accident. These effects are calculated from 
individual and collectively determined doses. Health effects frequently cited are early fatality risk 
and latent cancer risk.  
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Figure 2. This illustration of the three levels of PSA shows how initiating events, plant damage states and source terms all quickly propagate to numerous different sequences. As a 
result each subsequent level of PSA must consolidate and group the previous analyses' results to keep the whole calculation manageable. [6] 
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Prior to exploring Level 3 PSA, a brief overview of Level 1 and Level 2 PSA is warranted. These 
analyses are the subject of significant and continual research, and detailed discussion on these 
methodologies is the subject of many text books, scientific journal articles, and regulatory publica-
tions. The cited references, recent conference proceedings, and academic literature provide more 
complete descriptions of current methodologies for both Levels 1 and 2 PSA. 
 

2.1 Level 1 PSA overview 

A research team under the direction of Norman Rasmussen performed an analysis and re-
port often referenced today as simply The Reactor Safety Study. The study was initiated on be-
half of the United States Atomic Energy Commission, the predecessor to the current United 
States nuclear regulator, the USNRC. The group, at first, attempted to perform a probabilis-
tic analysis with fault tree analysis, but had difficulty defining accident sequences with this 
method. So, through the use of both fault tree analysis and event tree analysis accident frequen-
cies were determined. From the calculated accident frequencies downstream calculations of 
the released dose and the health effects to the general public following an accident were  
eventually determined. 
 
The first level of a PSA determines how postulated initiating events, with their associated 
frequencies, develop into accidents and then their associated accident frequencies . The acci-
dent most often in question is a core damage event. An initiating event is a postulated event 
that could result in an accident. From each postulated initiating event a sequence of subse-
quent events are determined, this analysis is termed event tree analysis and is further dis-
cussed in Section 2.1.1. At each of these events which cause branching in the event tree, proba-
bilities of each path of downstream events must be determined. The determination of the proba-
bilities for these events occurring is calculated using fault tree analysis, which is discussed briefly 
in Section 2.1.2. 

2.1.1 Event trees 

Event trees and analysis organize system level failure probabilities into coherent sequences. An 
event tree graphically describes progressions following an initiating event. An event tree organizes 
events, or headings, either chronologically or based on causality. Each successive step along an 
event tree provides a separate point at which the sequence can diverge. Sometimes two events can 
be related, and downstream events may not cause branching for every sequence. Although, high 
level event trees do not usually carry significant amount of logic, and it is simplest to produce 
failure probabilities when events are independent of the upstream state. A simplified event tree 
beginning with an initiating event and containing three safety systems and one operator action is 
shown in Figure 3. In this sequence two different outcomes occur for most branches, but given 
some outcomes of some upstream event branching is not required in the event of certain down-
stream events.  
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Event trees provide a high level organization of a Level 1 PSA. The outcome of each branch fol-
lows with either the probability of success or failure of the heading at that branch. These can 
simply be constant branching ratios, conditional probabilities, or significantly more complicated. 
More detailed failure probabilities of each event can be defined by separate lower level event tree, 
usually referred to as a fault tree. These lower level event trees result in the failure probabilities of 
the overall system and feed the high level event trees, such as the one shown in Figure 3. Since 
fault trees deal with component level failures they follow a separate methodology as, the higher 
level, event tree. 
 
2.1.2 Fault trees 

Fault trees must provide failure probabilities of systems rather than the plant-wide state deter-
mined by event tree analysis. Fault trees are another graphical tool that defines the failure logic of 
a system. Fault trees use logic gates, to define wither multiple, just a single, or even a specific group 

Figure 4. Failure probabilities of systems often depend on complicated and interdependent failures of 
components or subsystems. Fault trees provide a visual representation of failures so probabilities can be 
easily determined for the whole fault tree. [3] 

AND 

Failure of Safety 
System One, p1 

OR 

Passive Flooding Failure Reserve Tank Failure 

Broken 
Valve 

Failed Initiator 
Signal 

p1, Failure Probability First Safety System 

p2, Failure 
Probability 
Operator 
Action 1 1 

(1 - p1) 

(1 – p2) 

(1 – p3) 

Plant 
Damage 

No 
Damage 

p3 

p4, Failure Probability of Third Safety System 

(1 – p4) 

Initiating 
Event 

First 
Safety 
System 

Second 
Safety 
System 

First 
Operator 
Action 

Third Safety System State 

Initiating 
Event 

p4, Failure Probability of Third Safety System 

(1 – p4) 

Figure 3. Sequences of events are established by the successive determination of failure and success proba-
bilities of safety systems and operator actions. This is a simplified event tree with three safety systems and 
an operator action. [3] 
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of mechanisms are required produce a failure probability of the system. Fault trees capture condi-
tional probabilities with use of well defined logical conventions. 
 
2.1.3 Further Level 1 Resources 

PSA includes many other tools and modeling techniques depending on the analysis and the com-
plexity required to accurately model the risk given the scope of the analysis. Level 1 PSA relevance 
to Level 2 and Level 3 will be discussed further in the sections and chapters to follow. Probabilis-
tic safety criteria for Levels 1, 2 and, 3 analyses are discussed in Sections 3.2.1, 3.3, and respective-
ly. Further discussion of Level 1 methods, tools, codes, and analyses will be relegated to the cited 
references. 
 

2.2 Level 2 PSA overview 

The task of progressing from accident scenarios to determining subsequent accident progressions 
and radioactive source term releases is the premise of a Level 2 PSA and poses a very difficult 
task. Many different and widely varying methods have been utilized to perform Level 2 analyses. 
Those methods frequently occurring in literature are event and fault tree analysis, Markov Meth-
ods, and direct uncertainty methods; where, the predominate method is the event and fault tree 
analysis, which is familiar to those versed in Level 1 PSA methods. [6] 
 
Severe accident progressions are extremely complex and behave quite differently based on very 
minor subtleties of the event, even for a single plant design. Severe accidents cause an issue for 
deterministic modeling because they represent the amalgamation of numerous, exceedingly com-
plicated, effects. Some of the effects that must be considered are the nuclear chain reactor reac-
tion effects which encompass criticality concerns and decay heat effects, high temperature chemi-
cal reactions, irradiated material property, and complex and dynamic geometry considerations. 
Subsequently, heat transfer calculations, deformation calculations, and many other calculations 
that must be incorporated into a Level 2 PSA are exceptionally difficult and uncertain. [7] 
 
2.2.1 Level 1 PSA requirements for Level 2 PSA 

In order to perform a Level 2 PSA, the Level 1 PSA must contain sufficient information as a basis 
for the accident progression analysis. This pedigree is not necessarily required of just a Level 1 
PSA. Often when Level 2 PSA is not initially intended, end states of a Level 1 PSA are inadequate, 
lacking sufficient detail for a Level 2 PSA, requiring additional rework to the Level 1 PSA. Upon 
resolution of any concerns, the Level 2 begins with grouping or binning Plant Damage States 
(PDS). These states must be binned with significant detail for a reasonable Level 2 PSA. For ex-
ample, it is often inadequate if a Level 1 PSA groups its end damage states only by main failed 
function. It is also important for a Level 2 PSA that the upstream Level 1 PSA is not overly con-
servative. Often Level 1 PSAs neglect or discredit mitigating systems or interactions that could 
either prevent core damage, or would make a significant contribution to mitigating the accident 
progression. These overly conservative considerations will, at a minimum, significantly distort the 
derivation of an accident progression. 
 
Plant damage states define common end states of a Level 1 PSA resulting in possible core damage. 
Due to computational and logistical limitations, not every damage sequence can be analyzed in a 
Level 2 PSA. The grouping of plant damage states uses several factors to group Level 1 damage 
sequences. These most important categories for grouping plant damage states are related to the 
integrity of the radiological barriers, articulated in the introductory discussion on defense in depth. 
Therefore, the integrity of containment is the first major consideration when establishing PDS. 
Other key grouping considerations are the integrity of the primary reactor coolant system and 
pressure vessel, accident initiators, operability of safety systems and safety features, and power 
states. Therefore, it is important that the Level 1 PSA can provide all of this information in order 
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to accurately describe the plant state for downstream accident progression and source term analy-
sis. [6] 
 
Since the most important parameters for a plant damage state is the integrity of radiological barri-
ers and the safety system statuses these are the main considerations in grouping the PDSs. Plant 
parameters such as containment pressurization, reactor shutdown state, and the status of the safe-
ty systems such as core cooling capability, pressure suppression, and containment cooling are used 
to define PDSs. Events sharing these attributes will likely follow somewhat similar accident pro-
gressions. Table 1 shows how the initiating event, several safety systems, and a few plant parame-
ter considerations can be used to group accident sequences for a BWR reactor. Usually approxi-
mately 20 PDS are used in Level 2 PSA. 

Table 1. Initiating events, safety system statuses, and containment pressurization are major parameters for 
delaminating Plant Damage States. This table shows a simplified example of PDS grouping [7] 

Event 
Reactor 

shutdown 
Core 

cooling 
Pressure 

suppression 
Containment 

cooling 
Consequences 

      

Transient 
LOCA 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
- 

- 
+ 

HCP without core melt* 
HCP without core melt 

Transient 
LOCA 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

- 
- 

First HCP, then core melt* 
First HCP, then core melt 

Transient 
LOCA 

+ 
+ 

- 
- 

+ 
+ 

- 
- 

First core melt, then HCP 
First core melt, then HCP 

Transient 
LOCA 

+ 
+ 

- 
- 

+ 
- 

+ 
+ 

Rapid HCP, then core melt 
Rapid HCP, then core melt 

 

+ successful function 
- failed function 
HCP High containment pressure 
* Core melt occurs after 15-40 hours once core spray pumps have cavitated 
  if there is no alternative make-up water 

 
Once PDSs are properly grouped, the accident progressions and source term analyses are per-
formed. If containment is immediately compromised, and radioactive material simply bypasses it, 
accident-progression event tree analysis can possibly also be bypassed itself. This would allow the 
source term analysis to directly follow the PDS grouping. Otherwise, the accident progression, 
must be defined to determine how the PDS will affect the plant's radiological barriers to deter-
mine the possibility and specifics of a release. 
 
Many of the same interfacial concerns exist when progressing from a Level 2 PSA to a Level 3 
PSA. These interface points between each level are a significant source of error and uncertainty. 
In order to minimize the propagation of errors and uncertainties, providing significant detail to 
adequately perform the subsequent analysis is vital for the development of a full scope PSA.  
 
2.2.2 Accident-progression event trees 

One of the integral tools and analyses of a Level 2 PSA is the derivation of the Accident Progres-
sion Event Tree (APET), the term originates from the NUREG -1150 study. The term CET, 
standing for Containment Event Tree, is often frequently reported and used essentially inter-
changeably with APET. The accident progression defines the evolution of the severe accident. 
Given the beginning plant damage state, the APET will provide a conditional probability of a 
containment failure mode. 
 
Defining the event tree for an accident progression produces many complications and issues that 
do not surface when performing a standard Level 1 PSA analysis. The most significant complica-
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tion is the APETs sensitivity to time dependencies of the accident sequence. These time depend-
encies can vary widely based on each of the considered initiating events. Furthermore, plant spe-
cifics can highly influence the APET. When constructing an APET one must regard, "the likeli-
hood that containment is isolated, bypassed, failed, vented, or [remains] intact" [6]. These likeli-
hoods are dependent on specifics of the plant design, and also on the specifics of the operation of 
the plant. With all of this discussion of considering the specifics of the sequences and plant de-
signs, some commonalities exist. Landmark events in an accident progression are commonly cate-
gorized as reference points of the APET. A few events used for reference are defined by the 
IAEA, and shown in Table 1. These events stand as significant reference points in the transfor-
mation of threats to containment integrity. These references also mark distinctions in expected 
operator actions. 

Table 2. Common accident progression states used to reference event tree timeline. These different catego-
ries are important because they signify the transitions to different physical events and barriers that threaten 
containment integrity, and also significantly alter the interactions performed by the operators. [6] 

 
Core melt State Time 

   

1 In-vessel Early phase of damage progression 

2 In-vessel Late phase of damage progression 

3 Ex-vessel Soon after vessel breach 

4 Ex-vessel 
Long term, following vessel breach 

 

 
Much of the scrutiny of full-scope PSA analyses stems from the uncertainties involved in accident 
progressions and the resulting probabilities of its end states. The uncertainty in the APET analysis 
arises from an inherent uncertainty in the evolution of the accident progression itself. Severe acci-
dent progressions represent the amalgamation of highly complicated nuclear, chemical, mechani-
cal, and thermodynamic effects all of which occur during a postulated failing reactor state. These 
events provide a formidable challenge when simply modeling a single, well defined, accident pro-
gression. In the case of an APET, several Plant Damage States have been grouped for each con-
sidered case for a manageable analysis. Therefore, uncertainty arises from all of the unknowns 
surrounding the complex phenomena of the progression itself, and the uncertainty is furthered by 
the simplifications made to allow for a manageable analysis scope. 
 
The reason that an APET and the assessment of its uncertainty are important is because it defines 
and organizes the scope of a Level 2 PSA. The key physical barrier between the radioactive source 
and plant personnel and the public is the reactor containment. The performance of containment 
during a severe accident depends on the specifics of the plant design and construction. An accu-
rate containment analysis will be performed uniquely for each plant, as a general analysis will likely 
not capture important intricacies of a plant. Defining the accident progression and then organizing 
the progression probabilistically as an APET/CET provides an organized framework to perform a 
Level 2 PSA. [6] 
 
2.2.3 Source term analysis 

The source term defines the radioactive effluent that is released from a facility, in this case during 
accident scenarios. The fidelity and aspects included in a Level 2 PSA source term calculation 
varies based on the downstream requirements. Source term information that is expected for a 
downstream Level 3 PSA needs to define the parameters relevant to airborne transportation and 
deposition of the source and the parameters relevant to determining the doses associated with the 
values. These parameters are listed in Table 4, on page 12.  
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The source term is calculated for each of the source-emitting end states determined from the 
APET analysis. The specifics of the source term for each of these cases are highly dependent up-
on the specifics of the progression themselves. For the source to propagate from the plant, the 
source must first leave the fuel matrix, and then exit the pressure vessel, containment, and finally 
the plant site. Based on the accident progression nuclides in the fuel can be traced throughout the 
progression to provide a final time history of release from the plant. 
 
The question of how the source term is calculated is daunting and is the subject of severe accident 
analysis. The fission product and transuranic isotopes that could be present in a radioactive release 
are extremely numerous. In order to ease the input of plume composition the isotopes in the re-
lease are usually grouped into a manageable set of similar isotopes. A common grouping of fission 
products is provided in the IAEA procedures for conducting probabilistic safety assessments of 
nuclear power plants, and shown in Table 3.  
 

Table 3. The common nuclide grouping of fission products for source term definitions at the conclusion of 
a Level 2 PSA separates chemically similar groups of isotopes. [6] 

 
Group Species 

   

1 Noble gases Xe, Kr 

2 I I, Br 

3 Cs Cs, Rb 

4 Te Te, Bs, Se 

5 Ba Ba, Sr 

6 Ru Ru, Rh, Pd, Mo, Tc 

7 Lanthanides La, Zr, Nd, Eu, Nb, Pm, Pr, Sm, Y 

8 Transuranics Ce, Pu, Np 

Often groups 2 and 3 are subdivided into the following groups: 

9 Iodine (gas) I2, CH3I, HI 

10 Iodine (aerosol) CsI 

11 Cesium 
Long term, following vessel breach 

 

 
 
Once the progressions are defined and the isotopic compositions of the radioactive releases are 
known following a severe accident sequence, the source terms are collected into representative 
groups. In brief, the first step of the Source term analysis is to group fission products based on 
their physic and chemical properties. This is done because the task of treating each group individ-
ually is often too resources intensive, but some delimitation must be made to capture the differ-
ences in different fission product species. Properties such as chemical volatility are important to 
capture. 
 
In Level 2 analyses the release of fission products from fuel is monitored throughout different 
phases of the severe accident transient. The processes and time dependence of these processes 
effect the composition of the released fission products and would affect downstream consequenc-
es. Additional relevant information for downstream off site consequence analysis is shown in 
Table 4. 
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Table 4. Several things are required of the source term analysis from a Level 2 PSA to form an adequate 
basis for a Level 3 PSA. These requirements were summarized in the IAEA Level 2 PSA safety practices 
publication. [6] 

Requirement Description 
   

1 Radionuclides 
The particular nuclides are important for expo-
sure calculations  

2 Frequency 
The frequency is important to be able to be 
passed down to Level 3 frequencies 

3 Quantity of radionuclides 

The quantity of nuclides and the time history of 
release are depicted as the fraction of the initial 
core inventory that is released over the duration 
of the release 

4 Time of release 
The time of release defines the time of release 
relative to reactor shutdown. 

5 Warning time 

The warning time defines the amount of time 
available for appropriate countermeasures, de-
fined as time from accident initiation to the 
actual occurrence of a release. 

6 Release location 
The height relative to ground level of the release 
is extremely important for downstream propaga-
tion calculations 

7 Energy of release 
The energy of the release, its heat content, is 
important for determining the vertical rise of the 
released source. 

8 Particle size 
The particle size effects the propagation and 
subsequent deposition of the released source. 

 
 

2.3 Level 3 PSA overview 

The release of nuclear material following an accident can propagate from the source of the release 
a number of different ways. The source terms categories, the dominant propagation routes, and 
exposure pathways can vary greatly depending on the type of facility and the likely postulated 
accident sequences. The following discussion will be focused mostly on the source terms, release 
propagation characteristics, and exposure pathways relevant to nuclear power plants. 
 
The end effects of interest when performing a level three analysis are highly variable. The effects 
studied following a level 3 PSA are established based on the intended audience of the study. Even 
though level three analyses have existed in PSA since The Reactor Safety Study (1975), at present, 
there are few over-arching level three assessment criteria. A few examples of important considera-
tions with sizeable effects on the analysis are considerations such as relevant distances, important 
exposure pathways, and available weather information. The assessment criteria are the focus of 
the remaining chapters of this report. The discussion on methodology will review the most com-
mon practices and the most common cited end effects of level three PSA analyses. [8] 
 
A Level 3 PSA is composed of many separate processes, all of which occur simultaneously. The 
first process considered in an off-site analysis is the accident progression and the radioactive 
source which would be exposed to the environment. These parameters are captured in the Source 
Term, which is determined from Levels 1 and 2 PSA. These source terms are then aggregated into 
groups of similar source terms. This grouped release data serves as the first major input into a 
Probabilistic Consequence Analysis. The next step in an off-site consequence analysis is to deter-
mine how the radioactive source propagates through the environment. With the dispersion of the 
radioactive material determined exposure pathways to the public and environment must be ad-
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dressed. These pathways represent different ways that the radioactivity is in contact with the envi-
ronment and population. From the exposure pathways, the observed dose to the public can be 
determined. Finally, the health effects due to this dose are estimated. This general methodology 
for Level 3 PSA is summarized in Figure 5. 
 

 

Figure 5. Level 3 PSA inputs and analysis steps are shown in the illustration. Each of these elements of 
Level 3 PSA/PCA require special considerations and methods. [9] 

 

2.4 Source term 

The source term is the first major Level 3 input, and it provides the foundation for the analysis. 
The source terms included in an analysis is typically derived from a Level 2 PSA. The fundamen-
tals for this analysis are provided in Section 2.2.3, and further discussed in greater detail in other 
publications. 
 

2.5 Release propagation 

The primary means of propagation of radioactive materials resulting in significant dose from a 
severe accident at a nuclear power plant is through the transport and diffusion of radioactive fis-
sion products through the air. As a result, the primary method of calculating the source propaga-
tion is with Atmospheric Dispersion models that quantify this propagation. 
 
Models for atmospheric dispersion range in complexity. Simple models assume this dispersion is 
governed by a Gaussian distribution and a single linear transport direction, which is the acclaimed 
Gaussian plume model. Several more complicated models exist, such as puff models and transport 
models, but the Gaussian plume model remains the standard atmospheric dispersion model, and 
its simplicity makes the calculations transparent, and computationally inexpensive. 
 
2.5.1 Meteorology 

Atmospheric diffusion models require a significant amount of meteorological data to provide 
representative probability distributions for the source propagation during an event. The substan-
tial amount of input data required for a level three PSA provides significant difficulties for even 
performing a single analysis. 
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Traditionally, Probabilistic Consequence Analysis (PCA) codes require input data with hourly 
information on the wind direction, wind speed, stability category, rainfall, and mixing layer, for an 
entire year, at minimum. More complete data sets would have these data for several years. The 
most readily available sources of these data are usually found at a single location preferably as 
close as possible to the postulated release site; these data are commonly referred to as source meteor-
ological data. Individual PCA codes will often require still more data to complete detailed calcula-
tions. It is rare to have complete site-specific sets of all of these required data, and often certain 
parameters have missing data points. Filling in the gaps requires the aid of alternative meteorolog-
ical data sources (national weather service, etc.) as well as significant expert judgments. Simply 
collecting the appropriate data to implement into a PCA model can be a difficult task. [4] 
 
The substantial volume of meteorological data is required to capture representative weather condi-
tions throughout a year and also to reasonably capture time evolutions of weather conditions dur-
ing a specific scenario. Many of the most widely used PCA codes offer two separate modes of 
operation, with constant meteorology or variable meteorological conditions for a given transient. 
To accurately account for annual changes in weather patterns and also to accurately account for 
the dynamics for variable weather conditions during a given scenario hourly data for at least a year 
is appropriate as a minimum. Of course, for simpler scenarios or when simplified analyses may be 
applicable less exhaustive meteorological input may be acceptable, an example of such a scenario 
could be a very short duration release. 
  
The required number and location of different sources for meteorological data depends largely on 
the scope of the analysis and the availability of data sources. Most PCA codes, as of today, only 
require one set of data near the release point, and do not employ complex methods to account for 
meteorological data at several points. These data are rarely available, and would slow the calcula-
tion. 
 
2.5.2 Atmospheric source propagation 

Off-site consequence analysis has made much advancement in the decades following the Reactor 
Safety Study; however, these advancements have not been realized in probabilistic analyses. The 
added complexity of these models requires additional computational resources and possibly addi-
tional input parameters. The minimalistic inputs and computational requirements for Gaussian 
diffusion calculations enable a large number of atmospheric cases to be performed even with 
modest computational resources, which is important for attaining reasonable statistics in a Level 3 
PSA. Due to the probabilistic nature of the calculations, the uncertainties inherent in the Gaussian 
diffusion model quickly become averaged out, further confirming it as an applicable tool for the 
analysis. 
 
Gaussian Plume propagation 

Attempts to quantify the concentrations of effluents from a chimney stack began in the 1920 and 
1930s. Two early papers by British researchers G. I. Taylor [10] and O.G. Sutton [11] derived the 
framework for the famed Gaussian plume diffusion model. Based on these previous works Frank 
Pasquill derived a simple relationship of the cross-sectional standard deviations (in the horizontal 
and vertical directions perpendicular to the wind direction) of effluent concentration [Pasquill, 
1961]. This relationship depended heavily on the atmospheric stability condition during the plume 
propagation, specifics of topography, wind speed, source height, and downwind distance. 
 
The formulation put forth by Sutton is shown in Eq. (2.1). In this formula the concentration c, is 
a function of the Euclidian coordinates, (x, y, z), and the effective stack height, H. This function is 
calculated from the mass of the emission, Q, and the standard deviation of the plume in the cross-
sectional directions σy, σz for the y and z directions respectively. These values are shown in a dia-
gram of a general Gaussian plume in Figure 6. 
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(2.1) 

 
 

 
Figure 6.Visual representation of Gaussian plume diffusion. [12] 
 
The adequacy of such a coarse dispersion calculation is often questioned. After the development 
of the Gaussian Diffusion Model, many more complex and computationally intense models, for 
example Puff diffusion, have been developed. Many benchmark studies have been performed 
using Gaussian plume diffusion and other "more advanced" dispersion calculations. One such 
study performed by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, compared an essentially best-case 
Gaussian plume scenario with relatively flat and consistent topography (Great Plains of the central 
United States). The study showed that simple linear, constant-source, Gaussian diffusion agreed, 
for a relatively small set of cases, within a factor of two of ground deposition measurements with 
several advanced dispersion models, and completed the calculation approximately 60 times faster 
[13]. Although, this study shows the best case scenario, the accuracy of the Gaussian diffusion 
calculations relies heavily on the accuracy of the stability class parameters. In non-idealized situa-
tions, for example situation with complex topography, or when stability classes are incorrectly 
applied, the values can begin to differ more with reality. 
 
Atmospheric Stability 

An important consideration in assessing and predicting dispersion of radioactive and hazardous 
materials is the atmospheric stability. The atmospheric stability pertains to the buoyancy of the air 
particulates floating in the air. In practice, the atmospheric and topographical considerations are 
used to define several "stability classes" that will characterize the diffusion properties of the 
plume. 
 
Stability classes describe the diffusion properties, specifically the standard deviations of the Gauss-
ian plume model for an assortment of different atmospheric conditions. The original formulation 
of the Pasquill stability classes and the subsequent Pasquill-Gifford curves separated six stability 
classes, ranging from A-F. Where class "A" is the most unstable class and "F" is the most stable. 
This is to say that class "A" represents the most positive buoyancy of lower altitude air, and "F" 
has the least positive buoyancy of low laying air. For each of these stability classes, the standard 
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deviation of the plume dispersion is then defined for appropriate topography for all downwind 
distances. 
 

Table 5. Table showing conditions required to produce Pasquill stability classes A-F. [12] 

Surface wind 
speed (at 

10m) 
[m/s] 

Day Night 

Incoming solar radiation Thin overcast 
or 

> 4/8 cloud 

< 4/8 
cloud 
cover Strong Moderate Slight 

      

<2 A A-B B   

2-3 A-B B C E F 

3-5 B B-C C D E 

5-6 C C-D D D D 

>6 C D D D D 

 
Other parameters 

Several other parameters effect the plume profile. Examples of commonly considered parameters 
that have a significant effect on the plume concentrations are the plume rise, and rainfall. The 
plume rise has a significant impact on the near-source concentrations but often has lesser impact 
in the calculations far from the source once it has significantly diffused. While the concentrations 
due to rainfall suffer from the inverse, where near the source the rainfall a lesser effect, but the 
concentrations of windborne material has in the air will drop more dramatically far from the 
source. 
 
The consideration of plume rise makes logical sense once one has considered atmospheric stabil-
ity. The plume rise is a result of the heat content of the exhaust or effluent being examined. The 
plume will rise for a period while it cools prior to being dominated by wind direction. There exist 
a variety of models for plume rise. In application, the plume rise is often calculated separately 
from the plume dispersion calculation and then implemented into Eq. (2.1) by setting of the effec-
tive stack height based the resultant of the plume rise calculation. Deposition of airborne materials 
also reduces the plume concentrations downwind. These considerations can be applied from a 
variety of models as well, but has been shown to have a significant impact in accurate calculations 
downwind of a source. 
 
Meteorological sampling 

The substantial volume of meteorological data required for a PCA is due to the demand of the 
calculation to accurately represent weather conditions at a site. Even for the very limited require-
ments of a Gaussian plume calculation, in order to appropriately account for all weather condi-
tions best practices for PCA codes often recommend at a minimum hourly meteorological data 
over several years[4]. In actuality this is still rather difficult to achieve. Perhaps the best description 
of the meteorological data present in a Level 3 PSA is captured in the summarizing statement of 
the IAEA safety practices publication of procedures for off-site consequences risk analysis  
 

"The choice of meteorological data often represents a compromise between the ideal, the available, 
and what is adequate for a particular assessment." [4] 

 

With these significant volumes of information, a representative sampling of these metrological 
inputs is normally sufficient for the analysis. Many of the PCA tools in use today employ sophisti-
cated sampling techniques to maintain a representative calculation for the large mass of input data. 
The statistical basis for the sampling can be cluster sampling, stratified sampling, or other tech-
niques which consider categorization of the data. Categorization of these data is important be-
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cause purely random sampling may not credit more significant weather patterns that could be 
present during an accident scenario. 

2.5.3 Other propagation pathways 

Other release propagation pathways, such as aquatic dispersion, reach the public through inges-
tion. These doses are usually regarded as significant, for example the IAEA sited that doses from 
ingestion provided a significant contribution to the total collective dose following the Chernobyl 
accident. However, the dispersion from a nuclear facility through aquatic pathways cannot be 
generalized to the extent that atmospheric dispersion is, and remains applicable. Therefore, the 
doses from these other propagation pathways are usually incorporated into the food contamina-
tion models[14].  
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Chapter 3, PSA criteria, regulation, and standards 

Probabilistic calculations and the plant criteria followed a number of decades after the be-
ginnings of commercial nuclear power production. Criteria were primarily built based on 
deterministic models and the concept of Defense in Depth and large safety margins were put 
in place to account for uncertainty and risk. The independent levels of protection, which the 
defense in depth concept is based upon, cannot be suitably assessed deterministically, and 
so, PSA was developed to provide direct insights of this principle. 
 
The development of the computational framework of PSA has lead to its growing acceptance 
and ability to increase plant safety and improve plant operations and availability. Due to 
these improvements, additional regulatory consideration is placed on the PSA analysis and 
results [15], however, remains subordinate to the existing infrastructure of deterministic re-
quirements. The consideration of PSA criteria is in this way, untraditional, and very high-
level philosophical discussions surround the methodology of such regulating principles. To 
date, the premise of risk informed decision making have been realized in criteria placed on 
the results and analysis for both levels 1 and 2 PSA, but this has not proliferated on a large 
scale for Level 3 PSA. 
 
Two major trends have stimulated the investigation into Level 3 PSA criteria in Western 
Europe and the United States. The considerations for new plant construction and the mult i-
ple large radioactive releases due to the events at Fukushima Daiichi plant site in Japan . In 
this section Level 3 criteria and standards are described in the context of the overall risk 
informed regulation philosophy. 

3.1 Defense in Depth 

At the inception of commercial nuclear power and to a large extent even today, nuclear pow-
er plant safety parameters have been deterministically analyzed and assessed. The original 
regulatory philosophy was one of conservatism; the development of regulatory oversight was 
constructed to ensure conservative design, operations, and safety margins. Specific and si g-
nificant events, for instance large-break loss of coolant accidents, were considered as bound-
ing scenarios, which established the design basis events that governed the designs of nuclear 
power safety systems. Deterministic analysis of design basis accidents with an additional 
single active failure of any limiting safety system during an accident scenario were used in place 
of quantifying the risks of failure for each of the safety systems. The review of the adequacy 
of these analyses relied heavily on expert judgment. The necessity to capture non-postulated 
failure mechanisms necessitated the concept of Defense in Depth (DID). 
 
To account for unforeseen failure modes the concept of Defense in Depth establishes that 
several independent barriers and principled levels of defense must separate radioactive mate-
rials from workers, the public, and the environment. DID barriers are the physical bounda-
ries between the nuclear fuel, the nuclear fuel's generated fission products, and the environ-
ment. For Light Water Reactors (LWRs) these established physical boundaries are the fuel 
matrix itself, the fuel cladding, the reactor coolant system boundary (i.e. pressure vessel and 
recirculation piping), and the containment system. These barriers are complimented with five 
levels of defense summarized in Table 6. These levels define a strategy of maintaining the 
DID barriers, mitigating the release if one or several of the barriers fail, and protecting the 
public in the event of the failure of all barriers. [16] 
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Table 6. The objectives and the essential means that envelop the basic safety principles of defense in depth 
are captured in the five levels of defense. [16] 

Levels of Defense Objective  Essential Means 
    

Level 1 Prevention of abnormal operation 
and failures 

 Conservative design and high quality 
in construction and operation 

Level 2 Control of abnormal operation and 
detection of failures 

 Control, limiting and protection 
systems and other surveillance fea-
tures 

Level 3 Control of accidents within the 
design basis 

 Engineered safety features and acci-
dent procedures 

Level 4 Control of severe plant conditions, 
including prevention of accident 
progression and mitigation of the 
consequences of severe accidents 

 Complementary measures and acci-
dent management 

Level 5 Mitigation of radiological conse-
quences of significant releases of 
radioactive materials 

 Off-site emergency response 

 
A major advantage of probabilistic methods is that the effectiveness of defense in depth barriers 
and levels can be quantified. Recalling Table 6, the first two levels of defense-in-depth correspond 
closely with the calculations performed in a Level 1 PSA. Where, DID Level 1 and 2 deal with the 
prevention and control of abnormal occurrences well within the design basis; a Level 1 PSA me-
ticulously models the probability of failure of every relevant component, sub-system, and plant 
system. Likewise, DID levels three and four correlate with Level 2 PSA. These DID levels strive 
to control design basis or beyond design basis accidents, and similarly a Level 2 PSA quantifies the 
effectiveness of these controls. Finally, the fifth and final level of DID corresponds to the Level 3 
PSA, where the effectiveness of mitigating actions are quantified through the analysis of radiologi-
cal off-site consequences. These correlations between DID and PSA are perhaps best illustrated 
graphically, as they are shown in Figure 7. 
 

Initiating event 
Level 1 PSA 

Safety functions 
Level 2 PSA 

Consequence 
Level 3 PSA 

DID Level 1 DID Level 2 DID Level 3 DID Level 4 DID Level 5 Consequence 

 

Figure 7. This illustration highlights the important utility in using PSA to directly quantify effectiveness of 
DID levels. [15] 

Normal operating 
conditions 

Abnormal operating 
conditions but return 
to normal conditions 

Accident contitions 
but no core damage 

Core damage but no 
external release 

Minor off-site conse-
quences 

Major off-site conse-
quences 

Core Damage Frequency 
(CDF) 

Large Release Fraction 
(LRF) criterion 

Societal risk criterion / 
individual risk criterion 
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3.2 Premise of Risk Based Regulation 

Risk based regulation is a concept that regulatory institutions, licensees, and academia continue to 
struggle defining and implementing. The advantages of incorporation of risk into the regulatory 
process have many obvious advantages. Along with the direct quantification of the effectiveness 
of DID barriers, the mission statements of national nuclear safety regulators, the laws of many 
countries, and the overarching philosophies of the nuclear safety community and the nuclear in-
dustry as a whole, continually mention risk as the focal point. Examples of the language used in 
high level statements from national regulators are, "no unreasonable risk," "risk as low as reasona-
ble practicable," and "limit risk by use of best technologies at acceptable economic costs." The 
difficulty surfaces when these high level goals are to be quantified or represented with a metric 
insuring their compliance. [17] 
 
Probabilistic Safety analysis, unlike deterministic analyses, provides a quantitative answer to the 
questions of what is the probability or frequency of consequences and the severity of these conse-
quences. To apply criteria or regulations to these probabilities and frequencies, safety goals or 
acceptability criteria must first be determined. These goals can only be established once the two 
following questions are answered: 

1. How safe is safe enough? 
2. How to deal with uncertainties? [18] 

 
The Development and progression of risk informed decision making has been of interest to many 
countries and significantly coordinated through several international organizations. One of the 
leading organizations for advancing the understanding and utilization of PSA internationally is the 
Working Group on Risk Assessment (WGRISK). The group meets annually and has published 
many reports on the state-of-the-art of PSA and several of its subdivisions. The group acts as a 
forum for sharing PSA information and experience, which has facilitated the rapid expansion and 
maturation of the field [19].  
 
The IAEA also promotes PSA, criteria for PSA (Probabilistic Safety Criteria, PSC), and risk in-
formed decision making which it has outlined in a large number of reports of varying generality. A 
report specifically addressing Risk Informed Decision making is the INSAG-25 report titled, "A 
Framework for an Integrated Risk Informed Decision Making Process."  This report is quite gen-
eral in its prescriptions, but clearly places PSA as a supplemental assessment to deterministic safe-
ty analyses, and focuses on the limitations and special considerations that should be made when 
performing a PSA. [20] 
 
Guidelines, framework, and criteria currently exist for both PSA Levels 1 and 2. These crite-
ria are assessed on the specific objectives of the analysis including the scope and results of 
the analysis. The IAEA has proposed safety criteria for the assessment of core damage fre-
quency and large early release frequency, derived from Level 1 PSA and Level 2 PSA respec-
tively [21]. The inception of PSC into regulatory framework has been relatively slow. In Eu-
rope and the United States, serious attempts to initiate risk-based regulations began in the 
mid 1990s, twenty years following The Reactor Safety Study. This delay was due to the resource 
intensity of a PSA, the maturation of component failure data, and the abstraction from the 
physical progression of the failure. [22] [18] [23]  

3.2.1 Levels 1 & 2 probabilistic safety criteria 

Many organizations have invested significant resources in assessing risk criteria and presen t-
ing commentary on both metrics and implementation. The recent efforts by the 
OECD/NEA, through WGRISK, are focused on specific Level 1 PSA disciplines, and Level 
2 PSA as a whole. Much of the recent work of the group is to develop seismic PSA, develop 
external events PSA, and investigate low power shutdown PSA. The group is also interested 
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in increasing and reviewing industry and regulatory risk criteria, specifically in the field of 
Level 2 PSA. [24] 
 
The OECD-NEA risk working group's report states level 2 is a "mature technology," and with 
this assessment expects further integration into safety analysis, severe accident management, and 
regulatory criteria to follow[25]. At the core of this work, it was determined that the components 
of a safety criterion developed are the definition, scope of criterion, the target of the criterion, and 
the application procedure. From these components, quantitative and qualitative criteria can be 
stated using a host of measurements and formulations. Technical criteria, quantitative criteria, 
exist in four flavors, Absolute, Relative, Differential, and Trade-off criteria. Where, a vast majority of 
Level 1 and 2 criteria fall in the rather traditional scope of absolute criteria and relative criteria[26]. 
The WGRISK work has stimulated a strong and consistent dialog concerning PSA activities, 
which have greatly pushed Level 2 PSA work in recent years. Such an effort through a WGRISK 
Technical Opinion Paper (TOP), like that produced for Level 2 PSA, could greatly assist a similar 
acceptance and uniformity in Level 3 PSA. 
 
Other studies of international implementation of risk have addressed these subjects as well. The 
white paper entitled, "Options for Risk Metrics for New Reactors" presents a succinct discussion 
on the implementation of these principles to new reactors in the United States [27]. 

Standardization and peer review 

A frequent hurdle and concern for the international community regarding PSA is to maintain 
consistency and stability of PSA analyses and the standards written for performing and reviewing 
the analyses. Currently in nuclear PSA, little is absolutely standardized. This arises because of the 
intense amount of information and the spectrum of applications where PSA is applied. To date, 
the extent of this spectrum has been discussed significantly for Level 1 PSA, but variation exists in 
the scope of all Levels of PSA. Definition of this variation among PSAs levels 2 and 3 are being 
defined in the context of ANS/ASME risk standards, which are discussed in Section 3.4.  
 
The structure of the ANS/ASME Level 1 PSA standard established a president that has persisted 
through later PSA standards. This structure is based on defining requirements that a peer reviewer 
may judge an analysis against. The framework for organizing the requirements first defines a set of 
Technical Elements of the analysis; for each technical element, High Level Requirements (HLRs) and 
subordinate Supporting Requirements (SRs) are defined. Then, each SR is divided into descrip-
tions of minimum standards to fulfill three different "Capability Categories" (CCs). Each succes-
sive CC is defined for increased realism and site-specificity. [28] 
 

The present collection of PSA standards has presented a picture demonstrating the range in scope 
that PSA analysis can formulate. This range spans a wide spectrum of end results and the extent to 
which the model represents the plant site and the phenomena and probabilities with which they 
would occur in a plant. A concise demonstration of the range that a PSA may take is shown in 
Figure 8. This figure shows quite clearly the progression in complexity that an analysis can take in 
two respects, both, regards to the extent of the scenario development and also in terms of the 
completeness of the model.  
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Figure 8. This diagram depicts the variation in scope that exists for the Spectrum of possible Levels 1, 2, 
and 3 PSAs. [29] 

 

3.3 Level 3 PSA probabilistic safety criteria 

Although not widespread, some countries impose criteria, provide guidance, or propose objectives 
for Level 3 PSA results. Level 3 PSA quantifies the effect of an accident on the public, and 
directly addresses the high level mission statements and criteria established by several n a-
tional regulatory bodies, yet, little formal regulations currently exist for Level 3 PSA. Using 
the USNRC as an example, the USNRC has established several Qualitative Health Objectives 
(QHO) as its safety goals for minimization of risk. These goals are explicitly in the Level 3 
PSA domain: 
 

"The risk to an average individual in the vicinity of a nuclear power plant of prompt fatalities that 
might result from reactor accidents should not exceed one tenth of one percent (0.1%) of the sum of 
prompt fatality risks resulting from other accident to which members of the U.S. population are 
generally exposed. 

 

The risk to the population in the area of nuclear power plant of cancer fatalities that might result 
from nuclear power plant operation should not exceed one tenth of one percent (0.1%) of the sum of 
cancer fatality risks resulting from all other causes." [30] 

 
These QHOs can be directly calculated for a given site from a standard Level 3 PSA. In 
practice, however, these goals are quantified with Level 1 & Level 2 PSA surrogate metrics 
of CDF and LERF. The reasoning for returning to these objectives is due to the propagation 
of uncertainties, the additional time and expensive of a full scope PSA, and the unacceptability of 
the public to large scale core damage. In regards to the last point, the maximum frequencies at-
tributed to off-site consequences would likely give an unacceptably high CDF. As a result, often 
regulatory bodies and international organizations do not focus on the downstream results follow-
ing a Level 1 and 2 analyses. [31] 
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Currently in most countries with commercial nuclear power, including Sweden, few criteria exist 
related to off-site consequences and societal risk. Yet, some countries indeed prescribe criteria 
related to Level 3 PSA results (e.g. the Netherland, U.K.). 

Sweden and Finland 

Much of the interest in Sweden and Finland to investigate Level 3 PSA metrics and criteria has 
surfaced in the last several years. The philosophy of probabilistic safety criteria and the implemen-
tation of such criteria internationally have been reviewed in a multi-year project entitled, "The 
Validity of Safety Goals". The results from this project are documented in a series of reports 
[15][26]. Guidance provided in the report of the final phase of that project provided the following 
discussion for Level 3 PSA in relation to societal risk criteria used in other industries:  

"Criteria defined on this level deal with risk to individuals or groups of the population or workers 
as well as with risks to the environment. Corresponding criteria have been defined within other in-
dustries (chemical, railway, etc.) with the same basic aim, i.e., not to increase more than marginal-
ly the risk to individuals or groups compared to other risks they are exposed to. Any criteria de-
fined on off-site consequence level should be consistent with corresponding criteria defined in other 
industries." [26] 

 
This guidance comes from a thorough review of similar industrial risk metrics and a Finnish test 
application. The industrial groups that currently impose regulations or propose criteria on societal 
risk are the offshore oil and gas industry and the European railway system.  

The Netherlands  

One of the most active programs and regulatory bodies for Level 3 PSA analysis is The Nether-
lands. In the Netherlands a Level 3 PSA is a required part of the siting procedures. The country 
currently has only a single operating nuclear plant, but should the construction of a new power 
plant be contemplated, a generic PSA would be required to show that the plant design fulfils the 
Dutch probabilistic safety criteria.  
 
The results of a Level 3 PSA were provided in the Borssele Nulcear Power Station's stress test 
submittal for the EU sanctioned stress tests following the recent Fukushima Daiichi multiple core 
melts[32]. In this report the two relevant Level 3 PSA risk criteria are summarized: 
 

1. The maximum allowable individual risk of death as a consequence of the operation of a certain 
installation is 10-6 per year. According to the Dutch risk approach, the individual risk shall be 
calculated for one-year-old children, since this is, in general, the most vulnerable group of the pop-
ulation. 
 
2. The societal risk is defined as the risk of 10 or more casualties, which are directly attributable to 
the accident, and this risk shall be lower than 10-5 per year for 10 deaths, 10-7 per year for 100 
deaths, 10-9 per year for 1,000 deaths, etc. 

 
The first criteria, of individual risk, is determined based on health effects modeling performed 
given the dose values from a dispersion model. These criteria must be met at any point outside of 
the plant site. 
 
The second criteria, defining the societal risk in essence defines a power function that could be 
represented with the expression shown in Eq. 3.1. Where, y provides the maximum acceptable 
frequency of early fatalities (per year) and x is the number of fatalities. Such a plot can be imposed 
on the early fatality CCDF plot to graphically show compliance of failure to meet the criteria. In 
the 2011 draft submittal both of these criteria and the results were shown for the Borssle nuclear 
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power plant. And the CCDF of early fatalities is shown to comply with this criterion. In this re-
port simply the results are presented, and the code COYSMA was cited as the calculation tool.  

            (3.1) 

The United Kingdom 

The U.K. also provides regulatory guidance on the methods, Basic Safety Levels (BSL) and Basic 
Safety Objectives (BSO) for off-site consequences resultant from nuclear power plant accidents. 
These are used by the UK Nuclear Installations Inspectorate, but not necessarily legally binding 
limits on nuclear power plants and nuclear power plant analysis. In addition to these assessment 
criteria of the off-site consequence results, the UK office for Nuclear Regulation provides guid-
ance for the minimum requirements for the analyses to assess the plant and plant sites fulfillment 
of the BSL and BSO criteria. 
 
The BSL define what would be the expected minimum requirement, and in some cases are bind-
ing legally (not in the case of level 3 PSA BSLs), while, BSOs define stretch goals or objectives 
that, if met, would provide significant safety margins. 
 
There are three separate BSL/BSO safety criteria related to radiological consequences of a reactor 
accident for off-site. These define the limits for individual risk, frequency dose targets, and socie-
tal risk, which follows a similar format as those prescribed for Dutch nuclear power plants. These 
criteria are listed in Table 7. 

Table 7. U.K. Office for Nuclear Regulation off-site consequence safety levels and objectives [33]. 

Target 
 

Unit BSL  BSO 
      

Individual risk 
The targets for the individual risk of death to a 
person off the site, from on-site accidents that 
result in exposure to ionising radiation 
 

 

[pa] 1 × 10-4  1 × 10-6 

Frequency dose 
The targets for the total predicted frequencies 
of accidents on an individual facility, which 
could give doses to a person off the site 

 [mSv] 
0.1 - 1 
1 - 10 
10 - 100 
100 - 1000 
> 1000 

 
1 

1 × 10-1 

1 × 10-2 

1 × 10-3 

1 × 10-4 

  
1 × 10-2 

1 × 10-3 

1 × 10-4 

1 × 10-5 

1 × 10-6 
Societal Risk 
The targets for the total risk of 100 or more 
fatalities, either immediate or eventual, from 
on-site accidents that result in exposure to 
ionising radiation 

 

[pa] 1 × 10-5  1 × 10-7 

 
An interesting complement to the raw criteria is that the U.K. regulator also provides guidance for 
the fulfillment of these criteria in the "Safety Assessment Principles for Nuclear Facilities" report. 
This guidance provides references for methodologies, common practices, and accepted models. 
Similar to the Dutch treatment of the non-societal off-site risks, the individual risk and the fre-
quency dose targets are assessed based on the probabilistic source term inputs provided from a 
Level 2 PSA, but do not require probabilistic treatment for the dispersion calculations. 

Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives Analysis (SAMA) 

A Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives analysis provides a systematic methodology to deter-
mine the cost beneficial merits of plant enhancements. The United States has incorporated SAMA 
analysis in the environmental review for existing plant license renewal, and is currently the primary 
demand for Level 3 PSA analysis in the United States. The SAMA analysis provides analyses for 
both onsite and off-site consequences. The implementation of SAMA has demonstrated the utility 
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of PRA to identify cost-beneficial improvements. Typically, as it is implemented today, SAMAs 
that are determined to be potentially cost beneficial are low-cost relatively improvements. These 
improvements include modifications to plant procedures, training, minor hardware changes, and 
the use of portable safety equipment. 
 
Off-site criteria included in a SAMA are the averted public exposure, averted off-site property 
damage, and several onsite considerations. The averted dose metric for quantifying off-site dose is 
$2 per person-Sv. [34] [35] 

3.4 ANS/ASME-58.25 

One of the most valuable experiences during this work was the involvement with the 
ANS/ASME-58.25 "Radiological Accident Off-site Consequence Analysis (Level 3 PRA) to Sup-
port Nuclear Installation Applications". Through participation in the ANS/ASME 58.25 Standard 
writing committee, developments and practices for United States based Level 3 PSA was learned, 
but perhaps more importantly, the structure of PSA standards and the importance for PSA stand-
ards for facilitating peer reviews. 
 
The standard is being written by a committee of American Nuclear Society (ANS) and American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) members. The committee was first funded and assem-
bled in the early 2004. Since that time, a draft standard has been completed and released for re-
view. To date, approximately 800 responses have been collected critiquing the draft version of the 
standard. 
 
The ANS/ASME-58.25 standard provides requirements for application of risk-informed decisions 
related to the consequences of accidents involving release of radioactive materials to the environ-
ment. The consequences to be addressed include health effects (early and late) and longer term 
environmental impacts. These requirements are articulated for a range of technical Level 3 PSA 
areas in a specific structure. This structure is consistent with previously published ANS/ASME 
risk standards. The basis of this structure is built on the premise that the Standard is used to guide 
a Level 3 peer reviewer or auditor through the review of a Level 3 PSA analysis. This structure has 
proved useful for allowing some flexibility in applying PSA standards, which has limited the appli-
cation of some standards and regulatory guidelines in the past. Examples of these issues have been 
experienced by the USNRC, which used a very prescriptive approach to probabilistic safety as-
sessments (e.g. NUREG-1560), which was too restrictive and did not provide the flexibility for an 
analysis and provided little assistance in facilitating peer reviews. 
 
The structure of the Level 3 standard, and the earlier PSA standards, is based on a hierarchy of 
technical elements and requirements. The framework for organizing the requirements first defines 
a set of Technical Elements of the analysis; Technical elements define significant fundamental tasks 
that are either important or necessary to perform for an analysis. For each technical element, High 
Level Requirements (HLRs) and subordinate Supporting Requirements (SRs) are defined. The 
High Level Requirements provide over-arching goals of each technical element. These HLR usual-
ly pertain to the data, modeling, and documentation, while the Supporting Requirements refer to 
specific actions while implementing the models, interpreting the data, or writing the documenta-
tion and presenting the results. Finally, each SR is divided into descriptions of minimum standards 
to fulfill three different "Capability Categories" (CCs). Each successive CC is defined for increased 
realism and site-specificity. Examples of the Technical elements are Release Categories, Protective 
Action Parameters, Dosimetry, Health Effects, and other broad processes that are integral to per-
forming a Level 3 PSA. The Capability categories define somewhat specific details of the mini-
mum requirement to achieve each of the three levels. 
 
Since nearly all of the participants have a majority of their Level 3 PSA development or analysis 
experience with the MACCS code, as an unintended consequence, many of the Capability Catego-
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ry requirements were written such that a typical MACCS analysis would provide Capability Cate-
gory II, where CC-I would be somewhat simplified analysis, and CC-III would stretch "beyond". 
Despite the group sharing a somewhat common background, the Standard Writing Committee 
actively made an effort to generalize the standard to apply to nuclear power, and non-nuclear 
power installations (e.g. fuel facilities, mars mission rocket launch accidents with nuclear payloads, 
etc.). This arises because the nature of Level 3 PSA and the fact that the analysis lends itself to-
ward technology "neutrality."  Most of the methodology integral to a Level 3 PSA is independent 
of the source of the radioactive release, given that source term information can be provided for 
the analysis. In practice, when drafting the standard and applying this neutrality, little of the lan-
guage that was initially framed for reactor calculations had to be modified. While passages that 
required modification into a more general form did not greatly distort the standard. Yet, remaining 
general was a reoccurring difficulty in the drafting of the standard. A non-LWR (Light Water Re-
actor) application that was used as a reference to generalize the terminology of the Standard was a 
postulated rocket accident for an unmanned mission to mars. This program provided a basis for 
consideration of general requirements because the analysis was being performed with a different 
program than MACCS. 
 
Another conscious decision of the writing committee was the omission of any particular conse-
quence from being necessarily required for an analysis. Unlike the somewhat linear nature of the 
spectrum of extent of scenario development for Levels 1 and 2 analyses, like those shown in Fig-
ure 8. Rather, it was viewed by the writing committee that a Level 3 PSA analysis, a consequence 
analysis, does not necessarily imply health effects modeling and could be performed solely for 
economic or contamination purposes, an opinion not shared by all of the draft standard reviewers. 
 
The nature of PSA standards separates them from other types of standards, for example standards 
pertaining to physical components (e.g. pressure vessels), or deterministic methodologies. PSA 
standards, therefore, define somewhat broad requirements and are entirely qualitative and rely on 
accurate terminology in the standard as well as interpretation by the users of the standard. This 
requires that the language of each requirement must be both precise and concise. The reviewers of 
the draft document had significant experience writing and reviewing PSA standards, perhaps more 
than much of the Standard Writing committee. This led to a healthy group dynamic, but also a 
rather large number of comments on the draft and the need for a significant revision following the 
initial balloting process. 
 
The standard is progressing, but still undergoing major revision. The balloting of the draft stand-
ard has provided a substantial number of comments (approximately 800). This is, in part, because 
this standard is being written concurrently with a level 2 standard and ongoing addendums are 
being written for relevant-published standards, and this is also because the standard writing com-
mittee is relatively inexperienced with drafting standards. Due to the substantial volume of com-
ments, and the extent of the revision to the draft Standard, it is somewhat apparent that the 
Standard will continue to be revised and reviewed for a few years before it is published. The draft 
document and specific text from the standard are not available for distribution at this time 
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Chapter 4, Limited scope study 

In this chapter, a "Generic" Level 3 PSA analysis is described, the scope of the study is limited due 
to available resources and time constraints. However, the analysis provides a foundation for future 
work in the field, and valuable insights into the procedures involved in a probabilistic off-site 
consequence study. 

4.1 Purpose 

This study focuses upon the mechanics of performing a Level 3 study, the reasonable conclusions 
that can be asserted following a Level 3 study, if and how these conclusions relate to the criteria 
outlined in the previous chapter, and important factors that must be considered in order to per-
form a Level 3 PSA. 

4.2 Scope and Assumptions 

The quantitative final goal of the calculation was to establish a calculation of Complementary 
Cumulative Distribution Functions (CCDF) for the collective dose for the public for a "Generic" 
Swedish Nuclear Power Plant. Due to the limitations in time and resources, further consequences 
were not evaluated. The major inspiration for performing the calculation was not the result itself, 
rather, the documentation and development of the methods and considerations used to establish a 
result. Most of the time devoted to this study was spent on the development of the methods used 
to perform the calculation itself and correspondence with expertise within The Swedish Radiation 
Safety Authority to better understand the most important factors in performing probabilistic cal-
culations. 

Scope 

The analysis was performed on a single-unit "generic" Swedish nuclear power plant. This 
consideration was made to avoid any complications that could arise from the assessment of 
off-site consequences and health effects surrounding a specific plant. The plant specifica-
tions and source term analysis are based, in part, on a BWR75 Level 2 PSA. This was done 
because the analysis would be relevant for both many operating reactors, but most consistent 
with any new BWR reactors that would be built in the future.  
 
A somewhat small population of source terms was used based on a previously performed 
Level 2 PSA. This analysis did not include external events, and therefore scenarios similar to 
the Fukushima event were outside of the scope of the analysis. The use of an existing analy-
sis provided insight into the typical outputs of a Level 2 PSA, and the difficulties and gaps in 
information that exist from use of such an analysis. 
 
Other input parameters, mainly the population and weather conditions, used in the analysis 
were representative of Swedish population distributions and weather conditions , and are 
further detailed in Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4. 

Limitations 

Many of the key exposure pathways, and traditionally important methods were not included 
in the analysis. Primarily, these methods fell outside the scope of the LENA program, and 
would require additional work to incorporate them into the final consequence analysis. Ex-
amples of these were complex exposure pathways such as re-suspension and food contami-
nation.  
 
The selection of source terms was limited to the source term grouping used to complete the 
Level 2 PSA. The release properties were similar in many respects, but many of the influen-
tial properties for Level 3 PSA were significantly different within a single release category. 
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An example of this is shown in Figure 21, which shows the difference in release fraction of 
several isotopes with respect to time. Despite this discovery, the source terms could not be 
regrouped because the probabilistic analysis was correlated to each group as a whole. 
 
Further consequence models and results were also neglected. The final results were present-
ed as collective dose values. The analysis does not further calculate health effects (e.g. early 
fatalities and cancers), economic effects, nor land contamination values. These are integrated 
into many of the common PCA programs, but have not been implemented in the methods 
provided for this analysis. Extending the collective doses further, to health effects, would 
require explicit tracking of the history for multiple hour releases. Finally, countermeasures 
and the redistribution of the population (e.g. due to evacuations, etc.) were not incorporated 
in the analysis for the same reasoning. 

4.3 Procedure and data 

The chief goal of the analysis was to better understand the fundamental processes and principles 
that are important for performing an analysis. The tools available for this analysis were limited; 
this is largely due to the relative infrequency of Level 3 PSA type measurements performed over 
the last decade. In this section, the processes involved, the data used, and descriptions of the spe-
cific methods used to perform the limited scope calculation are described. 
 
As outlined in the methodology section, a vast quantity of data was required as input into a Level 
3 PSA. Due to the many simplifications discussed previously, two of the primary inputs involved 
in this analysis, the weather input data, the source term information and the population data were 
greatly simplified since the analysis was not specific for a certain site. This allowed for the use of 
pre-existing and generic data, which was available to the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority. Sub-
sequent, site specific studies will require many of these same types of data, but gathered based on 
actual site-specific information. The difficulty of collecting these data cannot be understated, and 
will take considerable time and expense. [4] 
 
Once the data is collected, the source term information was organized along with the meteorolog-
ical information for input into the LENA code, which performed the dispersion calculation. The 
end result was a separate file for each hour, of each source term. In this file, information on the 
dispersion and width of the plume was provided for each weather case provided to LENA. Each 
of these files was organized by source term in another input file. This file and an input file with 
the population distributions around the facility were provided to a separate program that deter-
mined the collective doses. These results were compiled into a final Complementary Cumulative 
Distribution Function curve that relates the magnitude of the collective dose and the relative fre-
quency. This process is illustrated in Figure 9. Each of these processes is described in greater de-
tail, presently. 
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Figure 9. Flow chart of inputs and process to determine Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function  

4.3.1 Pre-processing 

Two phases of the analysis that were somewhat understated in Figure 9 were the pre- and post 
processing phases. Where the preprocessing took place before the dispersion calculation was per-
formed using the LENA code, and the post processing was performed following the output of the 
LENA dispersion calculations. This requirement arose because of the large amount of data re-
quired for a Level 3 PSA and LENA code's limited accommodation for probabilistic analyses.  
 
In the pre-processing phase of the analysis the input data, weather information and source term 
information, were formatted for input into the LENA program. In order to capture some of the 
transient effects of the dispersion calculations, separate plume calculations were calculated for 
each hour of release for each source term. This consideration required a separate instance of 
LENA executed for each hour of duration of a release. Fortunately, LENA had a batching capa-
bility for weather input and did not require separate manual execution for each weather case. Since 
LENA did not have command line execution capability and required interfacing through a Graph-
ical User Interface, the separate execution of each LENA case became rather daunting for large 
quantities of release category groups and with long duration transients. 
 
The logistical demands of assembling and organizing input data for executing LENA is shown in 
Figure 10. The development of the source term inputs for both isotopic composition and the heat 
content of the plume are provided in the following section (Section 4.3.2), the specifics of the 
weather input are provided in Section 4.3.3, and population in Section 4.3.4. 
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Figure 10. This diagram shows how separate source term inputs for the release isotopic and the plume heat 
content were required for each hour of each source term category release, but a single "batch" weather input 
was provide for each dispersion calculation. 

The pre-processing infrastructure was developed using Matlab scripts to parse the MAAP output 
files. The MAAP data was then used for each hour, or integrated depending on the input require-
ment. This is in contrast to the post processing program that was written in C++ (Matlab was 
used for development of the graphical output of the CCDF function) 

4.3.2 Source term 

Several factors are important in the source term analysis. A few of the most predominant attrib-
utes of the source term are the frequency, isotopic composition, heat content and release location, 
and the timing of the event. The frequency allows the consequence analysis to frame the results 
probabilistically, based on the frequencies of certain initiating events and accident progressions. 
The isotopic composition is important for dose calculations, shielding parameters, and radiological 
consequences. The heat content and release location both are required for determining the effec-
tive release height of the Gaussian plume, which will subsequently affect the concentration and 
deposition results for the downwind locations of the plume. Finally, the timing is important for 
the accurate account of the decay of fission products during the accident sequence and the plume 
composition when it interacts with the population. 
  
The source term analysis for this study proved a substantial obstacle and demonstrated the need 
for special care when performing a Level 2 PSA. The analysis was performed based on a Level 2 
PSA that omitted external initiating events. The Level 2 information incorporated into the Level 3 
calculation was taken from the analyzed accident progression MAAP results. Several release cate-
gories were defined based on the containment failure mechanism allowing for the release (Over-
pressure, bypass, filtered release, and diffuse leakage), the initiating event causing the accident 
(LOCA or reactor transient), the timing of vessel failure (immediate, early, or late), and whether 
drywell spray functions or not. These source term categories were the basis of a Level 2 PSA, but 
not necessarily developed mindful of a downstream Level 3 PSA. The categories were maintained 
because they also had associated frequency calculations from a accident progression event tree 
analysis. These categories, although appropriate for a Level 2 PSA, were found to be non-ideal for 
categorization of the Level 3 Analyses. This discrepancy and the description of the source term 
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isotopic composition and the heat content of the plume are provided in the following two sec-
tions. 

Isotopic composition of plume 

The LENA program makes dispersion, dose, and deposition evaluations based on 9 separate fis-
sion product group nuclide fractions. These groups are consistent with what was used in the 
WASH-1400 report and the IAEA fission product grouping suggestions, listed in Table 3 and 
found on page 11 [6]. These groups are derived from a MAAP calculation for several level 2 acci-
dent progressions. These nuclide groups from MAAP coincided fairly consistently with the re-
quired LENA input nuclide groups, but simplifications regarding iodine were made based on in-
sights from NUREG/CR-5732. Namely that the fraction of gaseous iodine released is a constant 
fraction of the CsI MAAP determines to be released to the environment. 
 
The MAAP model provides cumulative release of several nuclide groups as a fraction of core 
inventory, which is the same format required for LENA input. The determination of the hourly 
release fraction from the MAAP output was straightforward because the result was presented as a 
cumulative fraction. Therefore, the hourly release fraction for each subsequent hour of the release 
was simply the difference between the MAAP outputs at each hour. An example of how these 
fractions appear for an overpressure, LOCA, early release case is shown in Figure 11. 

Figure 11. Since this calculation model requires separate plumes for each subsequent hour of a release, the 
source term is segmented for each hour of the release. In this example, an overpressure LOCA case, the 
largest release of fission products occurs 21 hours after accident initiation. 

In the Level 2 PSA several accident progressions were aggregated into a single release category. 
During the source term analysis performed in this study it was quite apparent that the magnitude 
and time of release for both the nuclide release fractions and the subsequent plume heat calcula-
tion were quite different even among the accident progressions within a single release category. In 
the interest of time, the accident progression releasing the largest fraction of cesium and iodine 
were selected as a "representative" release term for the category. 

Heat content of plume 

The heat content of the plume is important for determining the effective release height of the 
plume, which will have a subsequent affect on the downwind concentrations and deposition val-
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ues. The significance of this parameter depends on the atmospheric stability, height of the mixing 
layer. 
 
Unfortunately, the standard MAAP outputs and common Level 2 PSA don't capture the heat 
content of the plume. Therefore, these parameters were determined for hour of the release based 
on the flow rates of the plume, and the thermal properties of the drywell space of the reactor, 
which were provided in the MAAP output. Then, from the mass flow rate the total mass flow was 
determined, and using the drywell conditions and assuming an ideal polytrophic expansion, a heat 
factor was determined for each hour of the release. These calculations are shown in Eq. 4.1 and 

4.2. In equation 4.1,        represents the mass of gas released from the drywell space to the 

environment over the interval between t1 and t2. Then, in Eq. 4.2 the heat content of the plume 
over that interval is calculated as a function of the ideal gas constant R, n is the polytropic index 
for air, and the final term represents the temperature difference between the drywell airspace and 
the ambient temperature. This heat factor would likely not account for all heat transfer, and to 
account for these potential inconsistencies Q is normalized by an existing LENA reference case. 
The resulting plume effect for each release category is shown in Figure 12. 
 

 
(4.1) 

 
(4.2) 

 

 

Figure 12. The heat content of the plume directly effects the plume rise calculation in LENA. The heat for 
each plume is determined based on the heat capacity of the gases escaping from the upper drywell to the 
environment.  

4.3.3 Weather data 

Collecting a significant and complete set of meteorological information to perform a Level 3 PSA 
is a difficult task. The weather information used in this analysis was available through cooperation 
with SSM and representative of southern Sweden. The data required for a single LENA calcula-
tion are wind speed, incoming wind direction, the mixing height, the amount of precipitation, and 
the stability class. The wind speed, and stability class are crucial to the determination of the shape 
of the plume. The precipitation parameter is important for deriving the deposition and the reduc-
tion in airborne radiological concentrations. The direction does not truly effect the LENA calcula-
tion because LENA only provides results based on the plumes center line in the downwind direc-
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tion. However, this parameter is passed along, via the LENA output file, for the post processing 
program to determine the impact of the direction on consequences. 
 
The weather data used for this analysis is best summarized graphically. First, Figure 13 shows the 
wind rose, which is a distribution of the wind velocities and angular direction of the wind used in 
this analysis. In the wind rose, a histogram of wind directions is shown with respect to the cardinal 
directions,  while, the wind velocities are represented with separate color segments for each direc-
tion. Figure 14 shows a histogram of the stability conditions, and the probability of different pre-
cipitation rates. 

 

Figure 13. Wind rose showing distribution of information used in this analysis. The weather information 
was provided by SSM and characteristic of weather conditions in southern Sweden. Velocities scaled in 
meters per second 

  

Figure 14. (left) The distribution of stability categories used in this analysis. A representative characteristic of 
the Swedish climate is the complete lack of the highly unstable atmospheric class A. (right) This figure 
shows the distribution of precipitation by probability. 
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4.3.4 Population data 

The population is an integral part in determining the magnitude of the consequences following a 
nuclear accident. LENA provided the dose and deposition parameters for the dispersion calcula-
tion, but does not incorporate the population. In order to deduce collective doses and the effects 
to the populous, the LENA results were combined with the population information with a post 
processing program, described in Section 4.3.6. 
 
The population data used in this analysis was representative of southern Sweden, which also coin-
cides with the weather information. The population distribution was also representative of a 
coastal location, where nearly 50 percent of the area surrounding the reactor site is unpopulated. 
Population data was made available through cooperation with SSM, and available within the SSM 
version of LENA's libraries for all populations within Sweden. These data, however, were rele-
gated to the small population centers throughout Sweden, and do not capture populations residing 
outside of incorporated areas as well as those populations not included in census data. The popu-
lation data used in this analysis was provided for 36 evenly spaced angles, providing a separate 
angular sector every 10 degrees, and 18 radial distances from 3-200 km, these data are shown in 
Figure 15. The populations per sector ranged from 524168 people north of the plant site to 0 
people in the sectors located in the sea.  
 

 

Figure 15. Surface plot representation of population distribution used in this analysis, representative of 
southern Sweden with maximum distance stretching 200 km and a coastal location. The color bar to the 
right of the graphic shows the correspondence between the colors of the surface plot and the population 
per sector. 

4.3.5 LENA 

LENA provides a solution to the linear Gaussian plume diffusion model for a single constant 
source. This means that for probabilistic and time varying releases significant preprocessing and 
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post processing is required to perform a study. In the past, a version of the LENA code was de-
veloped specifically for probabilistic calculations (LENA_P), but the probabilistic functionality 
has not been maintained in the available versions of LENA. Some of the LENA_P batch calcula-
tion functionality has been reintroduced to LENA for this thesis work, but much of the data han-
dling and post processing is not incorporated into the LENA code itself. [36] 

Pre-processing and LENA input 

Several considerations must be accounted for before execution of LENA. In its current configura-
tion, a separate LENA execution must be performed, manually, for each source term calculation. 
In order to capture the variation in wind direction throughout a case, and the change in isotopic 
composition of the released source throughout the dispersion, a separate case must be performed 
for each hour of the release (where 1 hour was chosen to be consistent with available weather 
information). This superposition of Gaussian plumes is shown qualitatively in Figure 16. This 
treatment allows for a simple time independent Gaussian plume diffusion calculation to roughly 
account for the evolution of the plant release in time. 
 

 

Figure 16. This schematic qualitatively shows how modeling a release with a series of separate plumes (cal-
culated with plume diffusion methodology) is used to approximate a several hour release. 

The source term values can be written into a text file and loaded into LENA, or directly input into 
the LENA code's graphical user interface. The specific parameters used in the calculation are 
mentioned in Section 4.3.1. Once these are inputted into the calculation, the weather data are 
applied and the calculation, the specifics of the LENA batch weather input file is provided in 
Section 4.3.4. [37] 

LENA output 

The LENA pre-processing description described how a case matrix of inputs and LENA in-
stances were produced to establish hourly source term and weather calculations for each source 
term. The result of this matrix of LENA cases is separate LENA output file for each hour of each 
release category source term. Each of these outputs provides the doses and deposition calculations 
in the downwind direction for the distances and weather conditions provided to LENA in the 
input, this is shown in Figure 17.  
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Figure 17. Each instance of LENA defined in the pre-processing phase, produces an output file. Contained 
within this file are the results of a single hours source term for each of the weather conditions provided in 
the batch weather input into LENA. 

An example of an excerpt of simplified LENA output for a batched weather input case is anno-
tated and shown in Figure 18. This output file provides a separate output block for each weather 
case. The beginning of a new case is denoted with the incoming wind direction and the stability 
class of the atmosphere for the case. Following these data, are a listing of plume standard devia-
tion, doses, dose rate, and deposition values at several distances that were prescribed in an input 

file (depicted under the column titled Avst in kilometers as shown in the annotated figure). Spe-

cifically these values are the cloud dose (Moln), the inhalation dose (Inhal), ground dose 

(Mark), external dose rate (Rat), thyroid dose (Sköldk), dose to the lungs (Lunga), Iodine-

131 deposition (I-131), Cs-137 deposition (Cs-137), and the total activity deposition (Tot. 

dep). The LENA calculation for a single hour for a single source term calculation with this quan-
tity of distances took approximately 2 minutes to complete with manual operation using the GUI 
interface.  

Figure 18. This annotated LENA output file shows how, for a given source term, LENA outputs the related 
parameters for each weather condition provided in the batch input weather file. 

These data, output from LENA, must be collected and combined with population information in 
order to assess collective doses, and other effects. In order to improve the statistical basis of the 
analysis a high number of weather cases, with a sufficiently high spatial resolution must be used. 

The first value represents the wind incoming direction in degrees (100° in 
this example), and the second value represents the stability class, where 
A=1, B=2, and so forth (E in this case). 

Avst  sigmy   Moln  Inhal   Mark    Rat     Sköldk  Lunga   I-131   Cs-137 Tot.dep 

 km    km     mSv    mSv    mSv     uSv/h    mSv     mSv    kBq/m2  kBq/m2 kBq/m2 

  100 5 

 0.50 0.08 8.9E+02 7.3E+02 2.4E+01 3.9E+03 5.0E+03 2.8E+03 9.3E+04 1.5E+04 8.4E+05 

 1.50 0.24 3.4E+02 1.8E+03 5.9E+01 9.6E+03 1.2E+04 7.0E+03 2.3E+05 3.7E+04 2.1E+06 

 3.00 0.47 1.6E+02 2.0E+03 6.6E+01 1.1E+04 1.4E+04 7.7E+03 2.5E+05 4.1E+04 2.3E+06 

  110     110 5 

 0.50 0.08 8.9E+02 7.3E+02 2.4E+01 3.9E+03 5.0E+03 2.8E+03 9.3E+04 1.5E+04 8.4E+05 

 1.50 0.24 3.4E+02 1.8E+03 5.9E+01 9.6E+03 1.2E+04 7.0E+03 2.3E+05 3.7E+04 2.1E+06 

 3.00 0.47 1.6E+02 2.0E+03 6.6E+01 1.1E+04 1.4E+04 7.7E+03 2.5E+05 4.1E+04 2.3E+06 

  120 5 

 0.50 0.08 8.9E+02 7.3E+02 2.4E+01 3.9E+03 5.0E+03 2.8E+03 9.3E+04 1.5E+04 8.4E+05 

 1.50 0.24 3.4E+02 1.8E+03 5.9E+01 9.6E+03 1.2E+04 7.0E+03 2.3E+05 3.7E+04 2.1E+06 

 3.00 0.47 1.6E+02 2.0E+03 6.6E+01 1.1E+04 1.4E+04 7.7E+03 2.5E+05 4.1E+04 2.3E+06 

Weather 
case 

2 

ProbOutput.txt 

100 5 

Weather 
case 

1 

Weather 
case 
… 

0.5 

1.50 

3.00 

The output parameters, horizontal plume standard deviation, specific dos-
es, and deposition values are provided at each of the distances provided in 
the output, in this example three distances are used (0.5, 1.5, and 3.0 km) 
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4.3.6 LENA Post Processing 

Since LENA is a relatively simple calculation tool, a significant amount of post processing work 
must be performed to contextualize the raw LENA output for a cohesive probabilistic conse-
quence assessment. The input to the post processing program is somewhat confusing. In the con-
text of the post processing of the LENA output, the case matrix for the calculation and a descrip-
tion of how the post processing script functions is provided in this section.  
 
For this probabilistic study using LENA, a case matrix was constructed to define the array of 
relevant plume calculations. This case matrix consists of a set of LENA calculations for each 
source term category, which had an associated frequency as determined by the Level 2 PSA. With-
in this category a list of LENA cases were constructed and executed for each hour of the source 
term release. Each of these cases defines the source term for every subsequent hour of the release. 
Furthermore, each case also includes all of the weather conditions provided in the input file. So, 
the output of every LENA case is the hypothetical dispersion calculation for a certain release cate-
gory at specific hour after the start of the severe accident for all of the input weather scenarios. 
The maximum length of any source term was limited to 48 hours following the beginning of the 
severe accident progression as was available in the MAAP data, but due to the manual GUI inter-
face of the LENA code, the releases were reduced to the most significant couple hours. 
 
Since hourly weather information is provided, the actual progression of weather information can 
be maintained, and a single hypothetical accident scenario would contain the first hour weather 
information of the first hour source term information (in File A), then use the second hour 
weather entry in the second hour source category output of the next file (in File B), and so on. In 
this fashion a realistic progression of the weather conditions are maintained, and the source term 
evolves likewise. To further clarify this procedure an diagram is shown in Figure 19Error! Refer-
ence source not found.. 
 

Figure 19. This figure shows how each hour of each release is taken in subsequent output files for a given 
source term progression. For the first three hours of a source term, files A, B, and C define the plume calcu-
lations for three, chronologically ordered, weather inputs. 

Each LENA output for the limited scope study, which had 17520 separate hourly weather condi-
tions and calculations performed for each of 18 distances spans approximately 26 MB of data. 
Each of these cases took several minutes to complete on a standard dual-core laptop. For the post 
processing of the data, C++ was chosen for its general availability and ease of handling large dy-
namic memory operations.  
 
The post processing program interface was developed to simplify and organize the input data for 
input into the post processing code. A simplified example input to the post processing program is 
shown in Figure 20. In this input file, each release category source term input is provided on a line 
and denoted with a user defined name. The next field is the Level 2 PSA based frequency with 
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which the release category occurs. The next field describes the duration, in hours, of that particu-
lar lines' release category. Then, a number of LENA output file names, consistent with the dura-
tion quantity provided just before, are provided in chronological order. Subsequent release catego-
ries are provided on the following lines. 
 
This interface assumes several aspects for each multi-hour source term input. All source infor-
mation for a specific source term sequence, a given input line in Figure 20, must have consistent 
weather set of weather information. Although it will usually be the case, the program necessarily 
requires the same weather file be used for each LENA case for a given source term sequence 
(line). It is not required to be consistent from one line to the next line. This is to say that different 
source terms sequences defined do not require the same weather input, but do require a constant 
frequency scaling. 
 

 

Figure 20. The source term input file incorporates the frequency of each release, its duration, and the subse-
quent LENA output files for each hour plume of the release. 

Once the inputs representative of each multi-hour source term is input into the post processing 
program the post processing program is executed. At present the final output of this calculation is 
the frequency of occurrence and the collective doses resultant from each source progression (illus-
trated in Figure 19). These data are then provided to a final Matlab script that tabulates a Com-
plementary Cumulative Distribution Function curve. This CCDF curve provides a log-log histo-
gram showing the probability that greater than that threshold (in this case collective dose) occurs. 

4.4 Results and Analysis 

Since the scope of the study was to develop and assess the possibility of performing a "generic" 
Level 3 PSA using the LENA program, and much of the input information for such a study was 
provided by SSM, the data collection burden for this analysis was greatly reduced. Yet, a major 
difficulty in this analysis was the development of the source term. This difficulty arose for two 
primary reasons, the Level 2 PSA release categories, for which the release frequencies were deter-
mined, were not necessarily grouped based on important atmospheric dispersion considerations, 
and the MAAPs outputs and LENA inputs did not match precisely. Due to these two reasons 
further improvements could be made to the Level 2 PSA and additional further rigor could be 
applied to the source term interface. 
 
The difficulty in establishing the proper source term progression based on the base Level 2 PSA 
for this analysis is shown in the discrepancies in the release fractions and timing for the accident 
progressions contained within a single source term Figure 21. In these plots the release timing for 
Noble gases and CsI are shown for four separate MAAP accident progressions which were 
lumped into a single diffuse-leakage with drywell spray release category. Since each release within 
the release categories had somewhat little common ground in terms of release fractions and tim-
ing, each release category was represented by the single accident progression that produced the 
largest cesium and iodine releases. 
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Figure 21. This plot shows how the source term releases deviate within four cases grouped within the the 
diffuse leakage with drywell spray source term category for four separate MAAP accident progressions. 

  

Figure 22. Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function of collective thyroid dose for "Generic" Swe-
dish nuclear plant. 

With these source term considerations, the collective dose CCDFs were determined. The CCDF, 
for collective-thyroid dose, is provided in Figure 22. The result confirms the suspected behavior 
and range, but cannot be directly compared to the societal risk criteria discussed in Chapter 3, 
because the health effect were not quantified (e.g. early fatalities, cancers), and the health effects 
cannot be simply ascertained from this information. With additional rigor applied to the post pro-
cessing script, the implementation of health effects could be calculated. This would require addi-
tional consideration of the doses sustained by each sector for each hour of the release rather than 
directly quantifying the doses sustained to each sector as a collective dose. 
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Chapter 5, Research Findings and Discussion  

From the investigation of Level 3 PSA analysis methods, several key insights, on the basic ap-
plicability and capability of the analysis are realized. Many of the limitations and considerations 
that must be taken into account when assessing the results arise from assumptions in the analysis 
methods and limitations in the input data available for the calculations. Despite these considera-
tions, a great deal of important risk criteria fall within the scope of Level 3 PSA. 
 
The Gaussian plume dispersion methodology, although quite coarse, functions for a diverse set of 
applications. Level 3 PSA is among the ideal applications of such a simple model. This arises be-
cause the substantial quantity of separate release cases included in a single risk calculation, and 
therefore much of the uncertainty and systematic error become significantly averaged and blurred. 
An area where the simple model does not adequately capture the dispersion of radioactive material 
is quite near the release point, which means that the analysis is not-ideal for making very near site 
determinations. Near source effects, such as building-wake effects are capable of greatly distorting 
the dispersions on the site. Due to the relative simplicity of the fundamental models used in Level 
3 PSA analysis, the calculations are transparent and easily reviewable by an external auditor.  
 
The nuclear safety community is tentative in embracing risk-based regulations for off-site 
consequences because of several reasons, many of which are consistent with reasoning that 
inhibited the implementation of criteria for PSA Levels 1 and 2. Some of these aversions to 
formalizing PSCs are that the uncertainties propagate with each additional level of probabil-
istic assessment, acceptable methodology is difficult to establish and standardize, and con-
siderable judgments must be made to assess compliance thus making regulatory oversight 
demanding. Use of Level 3 PSA for risk informed decision making will require international 
cooperation and the united understanding of importance of Level 3 PSA metrics . [18] 
 
Level 3 PSA regulations face an additional obstacle not present in Levels 1 and 2, which is that 
these regulations directly address the acceptable risk of fatalities and cancers. The acceptance of 
such regulations by the public varies country by country, and depends heavily on the perceptions 
of government and nuclear power for the public of that country. Additional skepticism for Level 3 
criteria arise from the proliferation of uncertainties throughout a Levels 2 and 3 of a full-scope 
PSA. For this reason some are hesitant to establish Level 3 criteria for fear of the results being 
overwhelmed by uncertainty. Despite these concerns, criteria of process, procedures, methodolo-
gies would be extremely valuable to establish a level of pedigree to level 3 analyses. 
 
The most commonly reoccurring outputs from Level 3 PSA are early fatalities and latent cancers 
presented on a Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function. In some cases criteria are es-
tablished in the context of these results, and very much probabilistic in nature. Still other off site 
consequence criteria can be somewhat less probabilistic in nature. Examples of these are individu-
al risk calculated from Level 2 release calculations. In these calculations weather data can be as-
sumed in the "worst case" where the risk is calculated based on the downwind doses, and no pop-
ulation information is required because it is only distance based. 
 
The PSA standards, and likewise the Level 3 PSA standard provide the bases for peer review for 
peer reviews. All levels of PSA analysis have prescriptive guides and example analyses that demon-
strate best and common practices. However, the applicability of these guides is somewhat narrow 
and can become dated years after the release of the guideline. 
 
The limited scope study presented the logistical challenges of performing an analysis that is easily 
masked when simply investigating literature describing the methodology. The substantial amount 
of data required as input into an analysis presents itself as an issue when collecting the infor-
mation, but additionally, it presents an issue computationally. 
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Collecting the input information for an analysis is a large task. In the case of this study, the scope 
and cooperation with SSM alleviated the issue of establishing inputs for the population distribu-
tion and the weather conditions. It cannot be understated that these types of inputs are not readily 
available, and come from vastly different sources. Subsequent site-specific analyses will require 
considerable efforts to collect and organize these data.  
 
Unlike the relative ease of collecting and applying the weather and population information, in this 
analysis, establishing the final major input into the analysis, the source term, was exceptionally 
difficult, and applying the source term given the framework of the calculation tool was time-
consuming and laborious. This difficulty stemmed from two primary issues. First, the grouping of 
source term categories had source terms with starkly different release properties within the same 
release category. Since the progression frequencies were tied to these categories the accident pro-
gressions could not simply be regrouped, and the difficulty of establishing a representative source 
term for each release category to input into the Level 3 PSA was rather difficult. The second issue 
was a discrepancy in the Level 2 accident progression calculation program outputs, MAAP output 
values, and the required inputs for the Level 3 PSA. What was performed in this analysis was not 
nearly as rigorous as should be done in future analyses. 
 
This logistics and scale of this "limited study" were both challenging and educational. Since the 
analysis was focused on the mechanics of an analysis, it was important to capture some of the best 
practices. These practices dictated a substantial undertaking in defining, organizing, and calculating 
source term information for each hour of each release category. Subsequently, the large amount of 
data proved difficult to handle computationally as well (e.g. stack-memory overflow issues). To 
mitigate most of these issues and to provide a more useful basis for later work the analysis was 
done largely with a C++ post-processing program. 
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Chapter 6, Suggestions for further research 

The major focus of the research to date was the initial assessment of the state of Probabilistic 
Consequence Analysis. This state included the descriptions of what methods are used to perform 
the analysis, how organizations are researching methods for performing Level 3 PSA calculations, 
where these analyses are being performed, why they are being commissioned, and how they are or 
will be reviewed and assessed. There are several areas where further research can proceed. The 
calculations performed during this work were a supplementary step in studying the state of Prob-
abilistic Consequence Analysis. To proceed, further developed and refined methods are required. 
In order to prescribe the path forward with these methods, codes, and eventual studies, one must 
outline the purpose and goals of probabilistic consequence analysis. Once this scope of future 
work in the field of probabilistic consequence analysis is established, a direct path to develop or 
utilize the appropriate methods can provide meaningful consequence analyses. 

6.1 Methods and codes 

This thesis work began exploring the methods that would be used to build the infrastructure to 
perform off site consequence analysis. The limited scope study served as a basis of a coarse prob-
abilistic off-site consequence analysis using SSMs LENA atmospheric dispersion code. LENA, in 
its current state, does neither input data handling nor post processing of probabilistic data. In 
order to perform further analyses in a timely manner and ease the review or verification processes, 
either an enhanced probabilistic version of LENA, a coupled version of LENA with a utility code, 
or the adoption of an existing Level 3 PSA code would be warranted, such as the USNRC code 
MACCS or the European Commission code COSYMA.[4] 
 
Due to the limited probabilistic capability of the current version of LENA, most of the effort of 
the limited scope study completed in this work was spent gathering data, and organizing it with an 
immature but functional C++ code for the probabilistic off-site consequence. Both the meteoro-
logical and population data used in this work were provided by The Swedish Radiation Safety 
Authority (SSM). Since the study was not specific to a particular site or facility, incomplete data 
could be compensated with appropriate assumptions and extrapolations of what was available. 
The existing formatting of the data was incorporated into the organization of the utility code used 
to perform the analysis. It is particularly important for SSM to maintain these data for future Level 
3 methods and analyses. Due to the constraints of time the methods from this study and the cal-
culations performed can be further reviewed and refined.  
 
Based on the goals of future off-site consequence analysis studies, additional functionality of 
LENA and the utility code may be required. Since Level 3 PSA is an assessment of consequences, 
there is neither a minimum requirement nor an upper limit to the extent of consequences deter-
mined in an analysis. Yet, many specific consequences are reoccurring in Level 3 analyses due to 
their importance. 
 
Input data sampling, detailed accounting of health effects and exposure pathways, emergency 
response countermeasures, and economic models are examples of additional capability that should 
be available for a typical Level 3 PSA. In common practice, the meteorological input spans several 
years with substantial time resolution (as fine as data points for every 15 minutes spanning years 
or decades). To perform analysis on such a quantity of data, a sampling method of the data is 
required. In this study, a smaller set of data is used, and therefore each specific data point is used 
to avoid the complication of data sampling. In terms of calculations, refined health effects models 
and inclusion of additional significant exposure pathways should be implemented. These addition-
al health effect considerations in conjunction with the modeling of countermeasures make a sig-
nificant impact in the final health effect calculation. Finally, impacts to the economy and land 
contamination, although difficult to accurately model, are major consequences and established 
metrics for comparison of Level 3 analyses. 
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(a) Plume sector overhang (b) Plume distance overshoot 

Figure 23. Examples of important additional models that should be included into the post processing pro-
gram include plume sector overhang (a) and plume distance overshoot (b). 

 
There are three foreseeable options for closing these gaps in performing calculations, each with 
positive and negative aspects: the first option is to further develop the LENA code to accommo-
date for probabilistic calculations and the determination of consequences; the second option is to 
use LENA in its present form and further develop a utility program around LENA; the third op-
tion is to implement an existing supported probabilistic consequence analysis code. The first op-
tion requires specific programming expertise in Delphi (object oriented Pascal) in order to further 
develop LENA or migrate the code to another, more widely used, computer language. Although 
this could be a large undertaking, the payoff would be the retention of a familiar and mature calcu-
lation tool, and all of the models in the program would still be available to SSM. The second op-
tion, which is the path this study followed, would be to continue to use LENA in its current state, 
or with very slight modifications, and wrap the program with a separate program to perform the 
probabilistic consequence calculations. One issue with this approach is that the analysis would 
depend on SSM to continue supporting LENA. This is probably the simplest option to institute 
for the short term, and if LENA remains adequately supported, would retain much of the flexibil-
ity that option one had domestically within Sweden. The final option is to branch out and use an 
external Level 3 program. It should be underscored that the large effort in the later 1980s through 
the early 1990s to benchmark probabilistic off-site consequence analysis codes narrowed discrep-
ancies between different PCA codes that had been orders of magnitudes.  
 
Other programs already incorporate models for many of the additional capabilities important for a 
Level 3 PSA and can organize and process much of the results. This being said, it would remove a 
potential for local expertise and it is difficult to find supported PCA codes. Presently, there is a 
lack of diversity in supported PCA codes. The number of supported programs has dropped from 
tens of well-developed programs to just a handful today. 
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Table 8. The decision concerning which method to continue developing or implementing carries potential 
advantages and disadvantages. These relate to the relative difficulty of each option and the external depend-
ency that the option would entail. 

 Option Positives Negatives 

    

1 
Develop 
LENA 

 Continue to maintain im-
portant tool 

 Independence from external 
developers 

 Special programming 
knowledge 

 Requires additional capabili-
ties (economics, exposure, 
etc.) 

 Need for benchmarking 

2 
LENA + 
Utility 
Code 

 Incremental steps possible 

 Independence from external 
developers 

 Depends on LENA being 
maintained 

 Requires additional capabili-
ties 

 Need for benchmarking 

3 
External 
Code 

 Benchmarked 

 Extensive models employed 

 Users communities 

 Uncertain what is supported 

 Would not diversify field of 
supported Level 3 tools 

 Would not develop local 
expertise of methods 

 LENA could be poorly 
maintained for other ap-
plications 

6.2 Regulations and standards 

This report presents the argument for the general importance of Level 3 analysis, some of the uses 
of the results, and some of the criteria used to assess the analysis. Once accounting for the general 
capabilities of Level 3 analysis, it is important to determine how these methods can be applied to 
specific applications and to what extent are these applications beneficial. 
 
The application of Level 3 PSA in the regulatory environment includes the fields of emergency 
preparedness, new site criteria, cost benefit of retrofits, and requirements of the results. Level 3 
PSA allows further insight how to apply standardization of resources from a regulatory point of 
view. Many of these applications use relative or comparative values. This avoids some of the ques-
tions that are posed about uncertainty propagation, and input sensitivities, and places additional 
consideration towards the relative impacts of certain actions. Examples of relative calculations are 
averted dose calculations made when assessing the implementation of countermeasures where the 
doses to the public are measured with and without invoking a countermeasure (e.g. containment 
venting, evacuations, etc.). Other assessments are made directly from the results, such as limits on 
early fatalities and latent cancers. 
  
Assessment of emergency response to a severe accident and emergency preparedness planning is 
implemented a number of ways using Level 3 PSA. The first way is to assess different counter-
measures, and the impacts accounting for site specific populations, land contamination, economy, 
and other potential consequences. Plant life extension activities in the United States focus on cost-
benefit analysis of retro fits to derive the usefulness of additional considerations in plant hard-
ware, or implementing new emergency response procedures (Sever Accident Mitigation Alterna-
tives analysis). 
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Another approach toward accounting for off-site consequences is to provide criteria for a Level 3 
PSA and the respective results. This is significantly more common place in Levels 1 and 2 anal-
yses, but has been done to a small extent for Level 3 PSA. One example of where criteria are 
placed on Level 3 PSA is in the Netherlands. The Dutch risk policy enforces both a maximum 
allowable individual risk of death as a consequence of an industrial installation, and a societal risk 
based on the probability and magnitude of an event [32].  
 
Participation, assessment, and eventual implementation of professional standards provides an 
international voice of consideration when the standards are being written, keeps all parties current 
with standardization considerations, and provides a forum for a significant transfer of knowledge 
from experienced members of the committees to junior members. The ongoing effort to draft 
standards for ANS/ASME 58.24 (Level 2 PSA) and ANS/ASME 58.25 (Level 3 PSA) comple-
ment the existing Level 1 and the fire/seismic combined standards. These standards require signif-
icant revision to complete and publish the text, but even upon completion, will require significant 
cooperation to maintain. 

6.3 Recommendations for path forward and possible studies 

The first steps of a Level 3 PSA are the determination of how the analysis will be used, what 
computational tool should be used, and to what extent must the tool be developed or implement-
ed. This decision should weigh the benefits of proceeding based on the needs of regulators, ven-
dors, utilities, and researchers. This report captures what a probabilistic off-site consequence is, but 
ultimately how the analysis is to be used establishes the course for the next steps. If the choice is to 
use LENA in some respect, then perhaps a series of incremental studies can be performed while 
the additional capabilities are added through additional PCA models. A significant undertaking 
would be the task of benchmarking these calculations against other Level 3 PSA tools, and access-
ing the uncertainties of the final results. On the other hand if it is desirable to use an existing code 
supported, it is not a small task to assess the available codes to see which ones are viable and how 
can they be implemented. Once this decision is made and the methods are refined or implemented 
several specific studies using the methods decided upon, several possible studies employing the 
methods could follow. 
 
Once a method or tool is in place several important studies would be practicable. Since this study 
was a "generic study" based on commonalities of the different Swedish reactor sites, and only 
using a limited set of the internal events PSA results of a generic BWR design. Further studies 
could assess an actual plant with the new methods. These studies could incorporate multiple units, 
which is of interest following the multiple unit severe accidents at Fukushima Daiichi in Japan. 
Site specific studies could also further assess the influence of countermeasures, effectiveness of 
emergency response procedures, estimates of land contamination, and economic impacts. These 
studies could eventually contribute into a living PSA that extends all the way from Levels 1 through 
to 3. 
 
Other studies could focus on the off-site consequence effects of modifications to Level 1 and 2 
PSA. Such a study would outline important internal and external events considerations, possibly 
not currently considered important, and assess the influence on off-site consequences. It would be 
important for this study to also assess places where the Level 1 and 2 PSA models are too con-
servative or unrealistic. 

6.4 Conclusions and important considerations 

As a community, the most appropriate path forward for off-site consequence analysis must be 
decided. This decision should discuss to what extent we want to use and invest in level 3 activities, 
and the metrics that should be monitored to assess the analysis and results. Once that decision is 
made, the best procedure for implementation of a system using the LENA code or a third party 
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code can be decided. With the establishment of the codes and methods a set of useful, site-
specific studies, and risk informed severe accident management practices can be performed and 
established. 
 
Recent events at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear site underscore the importance to vigilantly ac-
count for the off-site risks of commercial nuclear power. Much of the infrastructure to perform 
complete studies of off-site consequences have atrophied following decades of infrequent use. 
The international community is taking steps toward establishment of Level 3 peer review stand-
ards. While these standards are still in the draft phase, it is important to redevelop the technology 
so that the methods and standards can be implemented in a meaningful way. The implementation 
of probabilistic off-site consequence analyses will provide a better understanding of societal risks 
of commercial nuclear power, better design and siting considerations for new construction pro-
jects, risk informed severe accident response procedures, cost benefit metric for plant retrofits, 
and other currently unforeseen benefits. 
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